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european Microfinance week is the 

annual event of the european Micro-

finance Platform [e-MfP], drawing 

together its diverse membership to 

debate, exchange and share experi-

ences on issues impacting microfinance 

in developing countries. 

european Microfinance week is the 

unique meeting point for european 

providers to analyse the evolution of mi-

crofinance in developing countries and 

bring ‘european answers’ to the threat 

posed by poverty in these countries.

The 2010 event gathered 300 regis-

tered participants from 30 countries 

during 24th – 26th november 2009, 

in luxembourg. The theme for the 

three days was ‘Microfinance in a new 

financial era’ and reviewed the impact 

of the global credit crisis on financial 

service delivery to poor and low-income 

citizens of developing countries. Discus-

sions concentrated on the effect the 

crisis is having on the microfinance sec-

tor and highlighted the roles of savings, 

transparency and regulation, as well as 

the crucial issue of social responsibility 

and client protection.

a combination of plenary, workshop 

and roundtable discussions ensured 

lively exchanges and heated discus-

sions. once again it reinforced e-MfP’s 

position as the leading forum for euro-

pean microfinance professionals.

feedback from the event was very posi-

tive and the dynamic and enthusiastic 

contributions of e-MfP members will 

ensure european Microfinance week’s 

role as a key event in the microfinance 

sector calendar. 

in this report we invite you to look back 

on the three inspiring days of micro-

finance debate and discussion and 

look forward to welcoming you to an 

equally stimulating european Micro-

finance week 30th november – 1st 

December 2010.

axel de Ville christoph Pausch

chairman executive Secretary
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axel De Ville, chairman of the euro-
pean Microfinance Platform, welcomed 
the 300 people attending the european 
Microfinance week 2009. in his speech 
he stressed the vision of e-MfP ‘to 
become the microfinance focal point in 
europe, linking with the South through its 
members’. To reach this vision collabora-
tion between all stakeholders is needed. 
in 2006 e-MfP started with 20 members, 
now there are 120! 

The strength of the e-MfP is the great 
diversity of the professionals it brings 
together. The european Microfinance 
Platform has proved that cooperation 
between all these different stakehold-
ers is not only possible, but is effectively 
strengthening the microfinance sector. 

as an example, several joint research 
projects are now ongoing. research is 
important to have a deep understand-
ing of objectives, to innovate, gain new 
perspectives and scrutinize whether 
actions are relevant and whether we 
reach our objectives. another example is 
the progress made in the field of social 
responsibility. Microfinance is more than 
microcredit; it is about universal access 
to adapted, inclusive financial services. 
in this financial crisis, microfinance has 

proven resilient because it is based on 
real economic activities. However, the 
sector has not been completely shielded. 
Particularly now, there is need for socially 
responsible behaviour, and therefore all 
stakeholders need to remain committed 
to put social responsibility at the centre of 
their actions.

The chairman also referred to a prior-
ity in e-MfP’s Business Plan: cooperation 
between european stakeholders, national 
microfinance platforms and develop-
ing countries. Together these can create 
extraordinary possibilities. Moreover, 
it is indispensable to link professional 
organisations and associations to the 
reality on the ground. Mr. de Ville closed 
his presentation by thanking Mrs. Jacobs 
for the constant government support, 
without which e-MfP would not be able 
to perform its important activities.

Marie-Josée JacoBS, Minister for Devel-
opment cooperation and Humanitarian 
affairs, luxembourg welcomed the par-
ticipants to the fifth european Microfi-
nance week. This event attracts more 
and more stakeholders in the sector every 
year and now includes participants from 
30 countries. The professional quality of 
the stakeholders present reveals the level 

of maturity the european Microfinance 
week has reached.

Due to the financial crisis, the com-
mitment to development cooperation 
becomes more relevant in the european 
Union. Microfinance is developing rapidly 
in many different directions. The Govern-
ment of luxembourg confirmed its support 
for microfinance and will continue to  
support effective and inclusive financing.  
Two initiatives of the Government  
of specific relevance to the audience  
were presented. firstly, best practices  
will continue to be rewarded through the 
european Microfinance award which will 
be given for the third time in 2010. The 
theme for the 2010 award will be ‘Value 
chain finance’.

The second initiative was introduced by 
craig cHUrcHill, chairman of the  
Microinsurance network, who thanked 
the Minister and the european Microfi-
nance Platform and announced the official 
launch of the Microinsurance network. 
insurance is a vital financial service which 
expands access to financial services for 
the working poor. Mr. churchill explained 
that the e-MfP and the Microinsurance 
network have three things in common:  
a focus on low income and micro entre-
preneurs, they both value partnerships  
and cooperation and they are both benefi-
ciaries of the Government of luxembourg. 
The Microinsurance network now has  
140 members from 20 countries.  
This strengthens the diversity of the  
network, which is one of its core values.  
The network can help finding the balance 
between commercial and social perform-
ance in the sector. 

opening SeSSion 

speakers axel dE VillE (chairman e-MfP)

  Marie-Josée Jacobs (Minister for Development cooperation and Humanitarian affairs, luxembourg)

  craig cHurcHill (chair of Microinsurance network; Senior Technical officer, international labour organisation)
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according to Mr. churchill, there are 
four dimensions which define access to 
financial services: the relevance of the 
products, geographical access, intellectual 
access and affordability. The network can 
increase efficiency in microfinance and 
microinsurance by tackling the following 
obstacles. first, as regards their distribu-
tion, insurance products should not only 
be part of credit products but be offered 
as separate products. The diversity of in-
stitutions offering microinsurance should 
not be limited to those offering credit and 
saving products either. a second obstacle 
is expensive administration systems, 
caused by a lack of appropriate technol-
ogy. new systems need to be developed 
to reduce transaction costs. The third bot-
tleneck is market resistance to insurance. 

as it is an intangible product charac-
terised by a time-horizon beyond the 
scope of many potential clients, it does 
not appeal to the poor as much as other 
microfinance products. as such, raising 
awareness is needed. fourthly, microinsur-
ance experts need to work together with 
development and microfinance experts. 
a fifth focus of the network should be an 

enabling environment for inclusive insur-
ance. lastly, the impact of microinsurance 
should be determined: do the poor really 
benefit? Mr. churchill closed his presenta-
tion by inviting any contribution to the 
network.
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tueSday 24 november 2009: memberS’ day

rUral oUTreacH acTion GroUP (1)

Moderator Joost dE la riVE boX (Terrafina)

introduction Mariel MEnsink (Terrafina)

speakers tesfaye bEfEkadu asfaW (Harbu Microfinance institution)

 françois caJot (SoS faim)

prEsEntations

Joost De la riVe BoX and Mariel 
MenSinK outlined the day’s programme 
and issues of the rural outreach action 
Group. During the morning sessions 
speakers presented their cases and 
experiences with rural outreach, while the 
afternoon session was used for recapitula-
tion and follow-up discussion on rural 
value chain finance.

Ms. Mensink’s introductory presentation 
‘Beyond the borders of microfinance’ 
articulated three vital points: that the 
rural poor need more than finance to 
enhance livelihoods; finance needs to be 
linked closely to cash flow and livelihood 
systems of the poor; and that it is 
important to know the rural context and 
sustainability strategies of clients. for this 
purpose there is a need for collaboration 
between financial and non-financial 
service providers, in particular for 
complementary services and effectiveness. 
Ms. Mensink mentioned the following 
challenges:

•	 local networking and interaction 
between actors;

•	 The organisation of the poor, and 
would the work with selfhelp groups 
(SHG) finance be disruptive?

•	 linking effectively with business 
development services (BDS) and other 
service providers (such as govern-
ments); also at higher levels, with joint 
vision building;

•	 is there a need for formal contracts?
•	 Designing appropriate financial 

products;
•	 facilitating participative collaboration; 

what is the role of funders?

The following questions were introduced 
for further discussion during the day:

1. can we stretch outreach to remote 
poor with these systems? 

2. are SHGs appropriate for solidarity 
lending?

3. How to link financial services to 
survival strategies?

4. How to link financial and non-financial 
services?

5. risk mitigation mechanisms in 
agricultural credit for the poor?

6. what lessons have been learned for 
enhancing effective collaboration?

françois caJoT of SoS faim subsequently 
presented ‘The integrated development 
program of fatick’ (iDPf) in Senegal, as a 
case of linking microfinance and rural 
economic activities, in particular by 
women. The approach of the partnership 
between SoS faim, as donor, and GeraD, 
as implementing organisation, is geared 
towards local development and regional 
regeneration, in order to fight poverty. 
This is done through reinforcement and 
structuring of actors (small teams close to 
the field) and flexibility. 

Mr. cajot mentioned this is a very 
time-intensive process, started with a test 
stage from 2000-2003 followed by 
considerable expansion until 2007. 
Donations are channelled through 
cooperatives to urban and rural women’s 
unions and from there to women’s 
groups, interest flowing back in return. 
from the charged interest of 10% to the 
women, 12% remains with the women’s 
unions, 18% with the cooperatives, and 
70% flows into a regional Solidarity 
fund. The fund aims to consolidate the 
credit fund and to develop women’s 
entrepreneurship. Sustainability is based 
on a solidarity group methodology, 
aiming at the poorest, but in this respect 
iDPf is at a crossroad. it also seeks to 
expand the option of working with more 
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active women as a development leverage, 
and wonders if the two approaches can 
work with the same tools and procedures, 
and what effects individual credit to 
women entrepreneurs may have on the 
local economy, including the risk of 
accentuating social gaps. 

Tesfaye BefeKaDU aSfaw presented the 
‘Harbu Micro finance institution’ (HMfi), 
established in 2005 and having obtained 
a microfinancing business license from the 
national Bank of ethiopia. Harbu adapted 
a model developed in india to the 
ethiopian context, working with women 
SHGs and farmers’ Marketing organisa-
tions (fMos). whereas facilitators for 
change (fcs) help to organise and build 
capacities of SHGs economically and 
socially, Harbu provides financial services, 
including loans, savings, lease and 
micro-insurance to the SHGs through 
cluster level associations (clas). in 
addition, fcs also support the establish-
ment of fMos, which act as autonomous 
and voluntary associations of smallholder 
farmers to meet members’ common 
economic and social needs, including 
market linkages, value chain develop-
ment, extension support, literacy, health 
and environment. Harbu subsequently 
provides financial services to these fMos 
or directly to their members, which can 
be either agricultural loans at the 
producer group level, or working capital 
development loans at the fMo level. 

as a way forward, Harbu aims to work on 
a credit Plus scheme, including awareness 
building for women, matters related to 

HiV/aiDS, adult literacy, access to markets 
and market information, access to 
technology and know-how and gender 
mainstreaming.

discussion

Discussion evolved around the differences 
in approaches between the two presenta-
tions. Some participants perceived the 
example of Senegal as a more traditional 
credit delivery system and the one in 
ethiopia as a more complex one, linking 
credit and marketing. Mr. asfaw respond-
ed that in practice the two functions were 
not very complicated; they operate as 
separate entities, mutually supporting each 

other in achieving goals. further discussion 
dwelt on organisational structure and 
management aspects, on loan disburse-
ment mechanisms for SHGs/clas and 
fMos, and on micro-insurance services.

in response to questions related to the 
potentially bigger development impact of 
the HMfi approach and the sustainability 
of the organisation, Mr. asfaw answered 
that he considers the credit Plus system 
as the way forward, linking capacity 
building and poverty alleviation. chal-
lenges that he sees in this respect is the 
phasing in and out of support to achieve 
self-reliance, as well as the fees to be 
charged for the various services, and their 
cost-effectiveness.
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rUral oUTreacH acTion GroUP (2)

Moderators Mariel MEnsink, Joost dE la riVE boX (Terrafina)

speakers bart dE bruYnE, replacing nancy JaspErs (TriaS)

 betty WaMpflEr (ciraD)

prEsEntations

Bart De BrUYne gave an interesting 
overview of the operations of the Mfi 
cre$ol in Brazil, which is supported by 
TriaS. TriaS has a focus on local 
economic development, acting as a 
facilitator for capacity building, funding 
and linking other actors in local economic 
development. TriaS’ assistance aims to 
create synergies in multi-actor contexts, in 
which the exchange of knowledge, 
expertise and experiences helps to 
capture potential and opportunities.

cre$ol grew spectacularly between 1996 
and 2009: from 1,639 to 68,434 
members, from 14 to 775 staff members, 
and assets from eUro 0.78 to 269 
million. cre$ol is a network of credit and 
savings cooperatives of family farmers. 
The cooperatives are supported by 
regional service centres to generate 
synergies. cre$ol in turn forms part of a 
national network of credit and savings 
cooperatives, together with 6 other credit 
and savings cooperative networks. cre$ol 
is also a member of UnicafeS, a union of 
family farmer cooperatives in Brazil. 
assistance of TriaS has focused on 
establishing management information 
systems, audit systems, and getting 

government support. The approach is 
bottom-up, ensuring representation from 
coop-level upwards. Decision-making is 
independent at the level of each 
cooperative, though ground rules for 
microfinance are laid down by the 
cre$ol-network. 

Betty waMPfler of ciraD presented a 
‘Speech of defence for a livelihood 
finance’. Her key-question was whether 
an experience of full livelihood finance 
exists. according to Ms. wampfler, 
microfinance is still very much a vertical 
sector, not having spread to its full 
territory. research results from Madagas-
car, niger and Senegal lead her to believe 
that 3 principles of livelihood finance are 
needed:

1. a diversified range of financial services 
to respond to the diversity of house-
hold financial needs;

2. inclusion in a system of rural services;

3. which is fixed in a territory, through a 
decentralization process.

She further explained that the decentrali-
sation process in the South provides a 
good framework for developing livelihood 
microfinance and a rural system of 
services. 

as an alternative, she mentioned value 
chain analysis and wondered whether 
rural organisations in the South already 
have sufficient capacity to take the lead in 
such long-term and difficult processes. 
Yet, they should be at the heart of such 
initiatives. The main challenge will be to 
build partnerships between farmers’ 
organisations and Mfis.

discussion

one question from the audience 
pertained to the mitigation of risk and 
indebtedness, to which Ms. wampfler 
responded that this requires careful 
selection of the borrower by the local 
Mfi. Storage credit, for instance, is 
thought to be an appropriate microfi-
nance product, as stocks of rice can be 
regarded as collateral. in this sense, the 
link with regional and local development 
strategies is not yet very well elaborated; 
microfinance is still using a vertical logic. 

it was remarked by Mr. Dayesso of Buusaa 
Gonofaa that ethiopian rural areas are 
extremly diverse, isolated and fragment-
ed, and a totally different approach is 
needed. Mr. asfaw of Harbu added that 
the model they are using in ethiopia, as 
explained in the first session, can allow 
for a more integrated approach. Mr. 
assey of DTf Tanzania remarked that in 
this sense the context analysis of the 
region is very important. The audience 
took this issue a step further by arguing 
that contexts differ considerably between 
africa and asia. The Grameen model 
from Bangladesh, for instance, could 
provide useful insights and lessons 
learned with respect to empowerment 
and autonomy, accountability, finance 
products and technologies. in this sense 
more attention should also be given to 
savings models, and technologies and 
delivery mechanisms to overcome 
remoteness, such as through mobile 
technology.

More discussion evolved around the issues 
of microfinance and sustainability, and the 
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right business model to work with. Mr. 
françois cajot of SoS faim added that  
it is also important to get government 
support, and Mr. Bruno Molijn of oxfam 
novib stressed the importance of the 
Millennium Development Goals in this 
respect, stressing the urgency to invest in 
rural areas to combat poverty. another 
participant remarked that, in the context 
of sustainability, examples from asia 
indicate that it is important to make 
choices; financial literacy is sometimes the 
limit of what you can achieve. 

another question was raised whether 
livelihood models used in urban contexts 
could be extended to rural systems. 
Besides marketing services, this would 
require the inclusion of a whole range of 
additional services (including e.g. mobile 
phone networks). Up until now, Mfis 
have offered specialised services which 
are not yet geared to livelihood diversifi-
cation and lack the right capitalising 
mechanisms for that purpose.

on the issue of savings and resource 
mobilisation, Ms. wampfler responded 
that sustainability in resource mobilisation 
is a general problem, causing the vertical 
logic in microfinance. She also indicated 
that remittances of migrants, such as in 
Mali, can offer opportunities. Mr. De 
Bruyne mentioned in this respect that the 
establishment of rules and law will not 
solve these problems, but that a broader 
approach is needed. He added that an 
efficiency model is needed to deal with 
scale, networks and linking; rural 
solutions beyond our own knowledge and 
based on farmers’ movement and 
technologies to deal with local realities.

The meeting concluded with a number of 
fundamental questions for future business 
models to be further reflected upon in the 
next e-MfP meetings:

•	 where is the manager in the process; 
institutions and barriers/frontiers?

•	 where and how to cooperate?
•	 Mfis do not work alone
•	 How to deal with financial vs. 

non-financial aspects?
•	 what is the role of the state?
•	 The role of technologies, markets, 

actors

11.00-12.30: MeeTinG of naTional Microfinance PlaTforMS

organised by the luxembourg round table on Microfinance  

Moderator Marc bicHlEr (Director for Development cooperation, Ministry of foreign affairs, luxembourg)

prEsEntations

Marc BicHler explained how the 
luxembourg round Table (lrTM) was 
established in 2003 in anticipation of  
the Year of Microcredit. This happened  
at the initiative of the luxemburg Ministry 
of foreign affairs, through a multi-stake-
holder process, including representatives 
of the public, private and civil society 
sectors. The original objectives of sharing 
information and avoiding duplication are 
still pursued and are now sustained by a 
website, which was introduced by laetitia 
PoliS from lux-Development, acting as 
the secretariat of the lrTM. The website 
(www.lrtm.lu) contains a public and  
an interactive members’ component, 
including a microfinance agenda that is 

directly updated by members as per their 
requirements and functions as a national 
reference.

Pius fricK elaborated how the Year of 
Microcredit gave birth to the Microfinance 
initiative liechtenstein (Mil) as a natural 
coming together of all parties with 
interest in the industry, including the 
government, university, the banking 
association and two main charity 
foundations. The network has been 
instrumental in the formation of the 
Microfinance fund and brings its 
members together in various configura-
tions around the themes of research, 
development and investments, following 
the network theme ‘efficiency through 
cooperation’.
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Jean PoUiT introduced the Swiss 
Microfinance Platform (SMP), which  
was established in 2007 at the initiative  
of rafaD following an earlier initiative, 
the Geneva Microfinance forum (GMf), 
which was also established in view of  
the Year of Microcredit. The network  
was formalized into an association with 
members meeting regularly. on its 
website (www.microfinanceplatform.ch) 
all its members, including 16 non-profit 
organizations, seven for-profit companies 
and two supporting members can be 
found. activities are grouped around the 
themes of ‘information and advocacy’, 
‘education and training’, ‘research and 
policy’ and ‘networking and events’.

The Danish forum for Microfinance was 
presented by ole Dahl raSMUSSen. it 
was founded at the initiative of Danish 
nGos in 2009 and counts 38 member 
organizations, mostly nGos, but also 
ethical banks and private foundations.  
it serves as a platform towards Danida 
and is focused on capacity building 
activities. it will shortly launch its  
website at www.microfinance.dk.

The Microfinance Support Program of 
Monaco was introduced by Jérôme 
froiSSarT. it operates from the office of 
international cooperation and Develop-
ment and is instrumental in meeting the 
Principality’s objective of increasing its 
official development assistance to 0.7% 
of gross national income by 2015. The 
Support Program promotes microfinance 
for poverty alleviation with respect to 
social performance through bilateral 
projects with high social impacts and the 
provision of technical assistance to small 
and medium Mfis in africa. it partners 
with the Monegasque Bank in the areas 
of technical assistance and commercializa-
tion of microfinance funds  
(www.cooperation-monaco.gouv.mc). 

The comitato nazionale per il Microcredi-
to is a public body under the council of 
Ministers bringing together 30 members 

representing nGos, the banking sector, 
the government and the central bank.  
it functions as a consultative body to 
monitor the italian microfinance sector, 
support technical assistance and educa-
tion in italy, and provide capacity building 
overseas in Tunisia and argentina.

in addition, riTMe is an italian microfi-
nance network established in 2008 as  
an initiative of development aid organiza-
tions working towards financial inclusion. 
its 21 members annually join common 
training courses on microfinance 
operations. italy has many smaller Mfis 
with relatively few clients and these 
require information sharing and training. 

fransien wolTerS explained that the 
netherlands have both a national network 
that includes donors, banks, investors  
and government, called the netherlands 
Platform for Microfinance, and a 
sector-based network formed by donor 
agencies, called Microned. The first 
(www.microfinance.nl) was a joint 
initiative to prepare for the Year of 
Microcredit. its main function now is  
to keep track of the ‘Dutch offer’ in the 

industry through a comprehensive 
database, which is linked to the Mix 
Market system (www.themix.org).  
The second (www.micro-ned.nl) was 
established to foster coordination and 
cooperation among donor agencies, 
particularly in countries where all have 
active support and investment programs.

discussion

Participants agreed that the national 
networks should primarily meet their 
domestic agendas of cooperation and 
information sharing. as far as inter- 
network cooperation is concerned, there  
was consensus that this could be best 
achieved on a bilateral case-by-case base 
or through the european Microfinance 
Platform when topics of broader interests 
are concerned. Practical suggestions were 
to refer to each organization’s website 
and also find ways to feed relevant 
national information into the e-MfP 
website. another suggestion was that  
an annual meeting of national Platforms 
could take place within the framework  
of european Microfinance week.
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Karin BarleT from Gret and luc VanDer-
weerD from aDa presented the french 
microfinance portal. The french version of 
the Microfinance Gateway (www.lamicro-
finance.org) was developed in 2005 and 
has 20,000 visitors per month. its objec-
tives are to collect, centralise and organise 
existing information, which can be added 
by users; to identify and solve information 
gaps; and offer a means for collaboration 
between actors. The latter is important as 
Ms. Barlet noticed that there is only lim-
ited cooperation between francophone 
countries. a choice was made to develop 
a french version instead of a french 
translation of the Microfinance Gateway. 
francophone countries deal with different 
issues in microfinance, and this website 
can help them work more together.

During the presentation the different 
features of the website were presented, 
including its library section, bulletins and 
resource centres per country and subject. 
according to the audience, it is easy to 
use, because of the simple lay out. 

after luc Vanderweerd explained that the 
website is facing difficulties finding new 
funders, the discussion turned to possibili-
ties for funding. The audience came up 
with several possibilities such as banking 
and private sectors, and universities. 

leS PerSPecTiVeS DU PorTail francoPHone De la Microfinance 
PerSPecTiVeS on THe frencH Microfinance GaTewaY

speakers karin barlEt (GreT)

 luc VandErWEErd (aDa)

rUral oUTreacH acTion GroUP (3)

Moderators Mariel MEnsink, Joost dE la riVE boX (Terrafina)

prEsEntations

Mariel MenSinK started the session by 
reflecting on the dilemmas which were 
stated earlier; with respect to empow-
erment, autonomy and accountability. 
Business models in this sense are faced 
with some conflicting aims: diversifica-
tion vs. systematisation and standardisa-
tion; the Mfi model vs. the livelihood 
model. She mentioned that in this respect 
there are information gaps and resource 
gaps for dealing with issues such as risk 
management, integrated management 
information systems and new technolo-
gies. in her view models need to be built 
on decentralisation, coordination, value 
chain analysis, financial literacy and client 
education. She stressed the importance of 
exchange of experiences in this respect.
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Betty waMPfler, on behalf of cerise/
Supagro, presented a ‘work in progress’ 
by the action Group innovation for 
rural outreach: ‘enhancing partnerships 
between farmer organisations and Mfis’. 
She mentioned this to be a long term 
and difficult knowledge-building process. 
a step in this process is the use of an 
operational guide to enhance capacities 
of farmers’ organisations to build partner-
ships with rural finance institutions, which 
she illustrated with a case in niger. The 
case showed the difficulties and adapta-
tions required during the process, the 
results of which are now integrated in the 
partner’s Strategic Development Plan.

Joost De la riVe BoX presented an 
overview of ‘emerging lessons and policy 
implications’ regarding value chain fi-
nance. for this purpose a reader has been 
compiled, which was made available to 
participants on a cD-rom. The reader has 
a wiKi structure that will allow Develop-
ment finance organisations to adapt it 
according to their needs, and addresses 
value chain finance issues in the South 
as well as good donor practice in the 
north. a taskforce was established in the 
netherlands for Dutch actors to collabo-
rate and build synergies in areas of VcD/
Vca. Some of the lessons learned with 
respect to the requirements for effective 
chains are:

•	 a puller or lead actor;
•	 certain ‘chain intelligence’ to serve 

chain actors and financiers;
•	 Strong horizontal linkages among 

producers and other chain actors and 
related service providers (such as finan-
cial service providers);

•	 Management and control functions 
in the chain (especially geared to risk 
mitigation).

Potential finance products for different 
levels in the chain were presented, in this 
respect the need for vertical linkages in 
the financial chain was also stressed. im-
portant issues to be considered by donors 
and investors are: strategic clarity, staff 
capacity and development, accountability, 

knowledge management, appropriate 
instruments, brokering and networking.

The following questions were put forward 
for further discussion:

1. is there enough common ground to 
produce a joint framework on Vcf 
that will enhance collaboration and 
synergy between organisations? what 
would be the next steps to develop 
this?

2. what opportunities does value chain 
finance offer to your organisation and 
to other organisations? is there scope 
for collaboration and/or involvement in 
complementary activity?

3. Do you have suggestions to get the 
local and international banking sector 
more involved?

4. follow up to the process?

discussion

answering a question from the audience, 
regarding the model presented by Ms. 
wampfler which looks much like a classic 
cooperative structure approach, she re-
sponded that the initial approach did not 
work properly, and that adaptation was 
needed. More focus had to be put on the 

farmers’ organisation as a starting point, 
including needs with respect to agricul-
tural inputs and equipment. although 
finance of equipment is regarded as rela-
tively easy, in practice resources for such 
medium-term loans are lacking. it was 
also necessary to clearly separate roles 
and objectives of the Mfi and fo, which 
had to be laid down in formal contracts, 
and memoranda of understanding as 
governance is a key issue.

regarding the presentation of Joost De 
la rive Box, questions pertained to what 
value chain finance is, and what it is 
targeting; what is the bottom line and 
how does it relate to international value 
chains? an example was given of Tanza-
nia, focusing on organising and improving 
efficiencies with local SHGs. a repre-
sentative from rabobank commented 
on the finance modalities it is providing 
with respect to commodities, such as 
short term finance to producers based 
on buyer contracts, finance to importers, 
and guarantees on loans to Mfis. another 
participant reflected on the situation of 
coffee producers in ethiopia, who gener-
ally have very small production areas (0.5 
ha.) and often lack a link with the value 
chain and Mfis.
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prEsEntations

robert MeinS represented ifaD’s financ-
ing facility for remittances, a USD 15M 
program supporting 40 remittance 
projects. He started his presentation with 
a comparison of the costs of sending 
USD 200 to various countries in africa 
from different industrialized countries. 
These range from roughly 5% to 17% of 
the amount transferred. Various reasons 
contribute to this variance. a major one 
is the distribution of pay-out centres in 
receiving countries. These tend to be 
concentrated in urban centres, creating 
high opportunity costs for rural recipients 
to collect their money. africa currently 
has the same number of pay-out centres 
as Mexico, while having ten times more 
senders in diaspora.

a proposed solution was to involve more 
actors in the chain, particularly those with 
large rural distribution networks, such as 
Mfis, post offices or mobile phone opera-
tors. in the case of Mfis, this requires 
two major obstacles to be overcome. To 
date in only six african countries can Mfis 
be licensed as genuine pay-out centres, 
reducing their options for involvement 
to that of agents of international money 
transfer companies. That, however, does 

not necessarily present a sound business 
case because reputable companies often 
demand strict exclusivity arrangements. 
also a sufficient volume of activities to 
reach a break-even point is difficult to 
achieve in more remote areas. 

Yet, 30 to 40% of all remittances to 
africa, estimated to amount to USD 300B 
per annum, is destined for rural areas, 
representing a high potential develop-
ment impact. To unleash that potential 
various options need to be considered 
such as increasing competition, empower-
ment of market actors, enabling regula-
tion, adapting new technologies and 
increasing service delivery in rural areas.

(for further reference, see: www.ifad.org/
remittances/pub/money_africa.pdf).

eric aDJa of oiTfM, observatoire interna-
tional des Transferts de fonds des Migrants 
(iMro-international Migrant remittances 
observatory), explained that his organi-
zation’s main thrust was to collect and 
disseminate information through statistical 
analysis in order to address the main ob-
stacles in the industry. oiTfM is represent-
ing the 49 least Developed countries of 
Un oHrllS. one main obstacle concerns 
getting a grasp on the informal flow of 

funds; a second is to find ways to reduce 
transaction costs and a third to ensure that 
remittances indeed have a positive devel-
opmental impact. in March, oiTfM will 
launch the world Diaspora fund enabling 
migrants to invest in their country of origin 
through microfinance institutions while 
getting a return on investments. 

 

discussion

as regards the agent model applied by 
Mfis and explained by Mr. Meins, Daouda 
Sawadogo from fédération des caisses 
Polulaires du Burkina faso (the leading 
microfinance institution in Burkina faso) 
commented that the exclusivity clause 
was only one obstacle in dealing with 
international transfer companies. others 
are low commission allowances, the 
application of the Mfis own liquidity to 
pre-finance payments, and timely reim-
bursement by Mfis. His own organization 
then decided to discontinue the contract 
with transfer company western Union 
and shifted to another one (Moneygram) 
under much more favourable conditions.

Klaudia Marcus from DGrV pointed to 
studies in latin america that appear to 
indicate that savings and credit coopera-
tives may be well-positioned to handle 
remittances due to scale of operations, 
their non-profit status, opportunities 
for cross-selling and their deep access. 
However, until now not many are found 
in latin america, whereas Brac was able 
to capture 5% of a USD 6 billion market 
in Bangladesh. 

in general participants agreed that cost 
reduction options need to take into ac-
count that if costs are brought down from 
a client perspective (sender or receiver) 
the handling agent needs to be able to 
work with decreased margins. This is only 
possible at higher volumes of activity, 
cross-selling or mobile technology. over-
all, for africa it is important to focus on 
upgrading the status of eligible Mfis to 
move beyond the agent role. This process 
should be in combination with providing 
access to national and international pay-
ment systems and training.

reMiTTanceS acTion GroUP

Moderator Jean pouit (MyTransfer/e-MfP)

speakers robert MEins (ifaD) and Eric adJa (oiTfM)
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industry banana skins (see cSfi microfi-
nance Banana Skins survey). However, the 
crisis seems to not have impacted long-
term commitments and foreign capital 
investments. Public investors are still dom-
inant. returns on fixed income funds are 
dropping, while equity pricing is still up in 
2008. Mr. reille predicted slower growth 
and lower returns, for fixed income funds 
in 2010, as well as a severe delinquency 
crisis in a handfull of countries. risk 
management and protecting clients from 
over-indebtedness are vital.

The presentation by Mr. KanJi of aga 
Khan agency for Microfinance on ‘The 
economic crisis and performance of 
formal Mfis’ also reflected on the crisis 
not just being a financial crisis, referring 
to food and oil inflation and the effects 
of conflicts. He expects less develop-
ment spending, lower exports and less 
fiscal means to counteract the crisis. The 
impacts on low-income rural popula-
tions will be limited, as these were not 
strongly linked to formal financial services 
and have low levels of consumer lever-
age. nevertheless, he predicts consider-
able impacts on poverty in a number of 
countries, depending on their economic 
structure. a country like Tajikistan, heavily 
dependent on foreign remittances, which 
are used for health, education, consump-
tion and small business investments, was 
severely impacted when these contracted 
due to the shrinking russian economy. 
in addition, banking and microfinance 
sectors are faced with repayment chal-
lenges, as currency risks have turned into 
credit risks. impacts on institutions are 
increased competition for funds, more 
stringent terms for credit lines, increased 
credit risks, higher capital requirements 
and lower sustainability. Hence there is a 
strong need for institution building, for 
example in improved lending methodolo-
gies, product targeting and more impor-

prEsEntations

after an introduction by the moderator 
anne-françoise lefeVre, Xavier reille of 
cGaP gave a presentation on ‘The finan-
cial crisis and its impacts on microfinance, 
clients, institutions and funders’. He 
explained that the crisis came at a time 
when microfinance was booming and 
comprised of three parallel crises: a food 
crisis, a financial crisis and global econom-
ic recession. He mentioned five ways in 
which clients were affected and how they 
responded in various ways. The effects 
on Mfis, based on indexes developed by 
Symbiotics, were not noticeable until late 
2008, when several banks experienced 
liquidity and solvability problems. as a 
result, few Mfis were taken over and oth-
ers restructured. in this respect, the crisis 
clearly revealed some microfinance vulner-
abilities such as uncontrolled growth and 
lack of internal control systems. a new 
risk landscape emerged out of the global 
crisis with credit risk toping the top 5 

wedneSday 25 november 2009:  
Learning From the gLobaL criSiS

PlenarY: THe financial criSiS anD iTS effecTS on Microfinance

Moderator anne-françoise lEfèVrE (wSBi/e-MfP)

speakers Xavier rEillE (cGaP)

 inshan ali naWaz kanJi (aga Khan agency for Microfinance)

 agus racHMadi (Bank rakyat indonesia)
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tantly developing local deposit markets to 
increase reliance for funding on the local 
communities/economies rather than on 
foreign funding sources. The first Microfi-
nanceBank ltd is one such example which 
funds its entire loan book from deposits 
raised in the country (in local currency); 
it has reported significant growth in out-
reach despite the crises.

agus racHMaDi presented the Bri 
experience with the financial crisis. He 
explained that all Mfis are affected. 
However, the crisis can be seen as an op-
portunity for new innovations in order to 
survive but can also be a threat if Mfis fail 
to anticipate the crisis. He highlighted this 
by means of a ‘crisis and renewal infinity 
loop’. Bri dealt with crises before. as an 
agent for development for the indonesian 
government, distinguishing between 
commercial financial services and subsi-
dised poverty alleviation programmes, it 
has gone through several restructuring 
processes during earlier crises which hit 
the indonesian economy. as a result, Bri 
has become the best among the worst 
and survived, due in large part to microfi-
nance activities linked to savings schemes. 
it has grown strongly, now having 30 
million clients, of which 5 million are bor-
rowers. although the crisis led to a rise 
in non-performing loans, these remained 
limited to 2%, showing the resilience of 
Bri’s microfinance schemes due to more 
stringent policies put in place after earlier 
crisis and a strong foundation because 
of the link with savings. a larger risk for 
microfinance are natural calamities, when 
clients cannot pay back. current issues for 
Bri to work on are: expanding outreach, 
incorporating icT and legal frameworks. 

discussion

Ms. lefèvre summarised that the impacts 
of the international crisis on the mi-
crofinance sector were also due to the 
uncontrolled growth of microfinance in 
preceding years, and that savings strate-
gies and diversification have a positive 
effect. Mr. Kanji responded that savings-
based strategies indeed prove more resil-

ient, but that these also still need to prove 
their worth, as people may withdraw their 
savings in time of crisis. agus rachmadi 
added that networks in indonesia but also 
in Vietnam, are often savings-based, and 
that this seems to be the better strategy. 
However, this requires an effective regula-
tory framework.

on the moderator’s question regard-
ing effects on, and responses by clients 
with respect to indebtedness and risks, 
Mr. Kanji said that customers need to be 
allowed to re-position themselves, which 
requires a good distribution network, the 
right products, and to limit vulnerabilities 
e.g. through insurances. Xavier reille 
mentioned a need for consumer protec-
tion standards based on national circum-
stances. He also expected that competi-
tion in lending will create new needs for 
credit bureaus. Bri adapts its loan policies 
according to needs resulting from the 
crisis, for example by increasing the loan 
amount without collateral. corDaiD’s 
representative added that although 
savings-based Mfis are less affected they 
could encounter problems when funding 
from capital markets is needed instead of 
savings. Disasters indeed have a strong 
impact, for which debt-restructering 
schemes are needed.

The final question of the moderator 
pertained to the impacts of the crisis on 
growth models of Mfis, and if policy for 
this is required. Mr. rachmadi responded 
that Bri’s answer to the crisis was that 
instead of reducing targets they did 
the opposite and aimed even higher to 
counter-act the crisis. as a result, Bri 
uses a range of products, services and 
marketing appoaches, which are more 
suitable to the microclients, such as the 
microentrepeneur loan program (KiUr), 
migrant worker loan, and Pesta rakyat 
Simpedes. when asked by GTZ how aga 
Khan is managing the exchange risk while 
working in so many different countries, 
Mr. Kanji replied that this risk is carried by 
aKf and where they cannot, such as in 
Tajikistan, they hedge risks.

Ms. lefèvre closed by stating that e-MfP’s 
key aim is to reach the poor so strate-
gies should be designed accordingly. The 
audience considered that more capacity 
building is needed to better prepare Mfis. 
in that sense lessons ought to be learned 
from the crisis; although availability of 
funds is not so problematic anymore, 
more attention is needed for diversifica-
tion and savings schemes.
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prEsEntations

as moderator of this workshop, Prof. 
SeiBel introduced the major question 
to be addressed: ‘is there a difference 
between credit and savings-driven Mfis as 
regards resilience capacity in times of cri-
sis?’ He continued by presenting the Peo-
ple’s credit funds (Pcfs) of Vietnam. Pcfs 
were launched in 1993 by the central 
bank of Vietnam (SBV) after the collapse 
of the command economy in the late 
1980s led to the demise of its rural credit 
cooperatives. Pcfs are self-financed and 
self-governed rural Mfis which are regu-
lated and supervised by the SBV. 1995 
saw the formation of a central credit 
fund (ccf) as a liquidity exchange and 
refinancing mechanism for Pcfs, which 
are predominantly financed by the intake 
of savings. in 2008 there were 1015 Pcfs 
with 1.35 million members, and USD 
726M in savings and deposits, sustaining 
a loan book of USD 833M. Despite the 
global crisis, 2008 saw a growth in mem-
bership and in deposits, while demand 
for credit stagnated. analysis of balance 
sheet data indicates that rural members 
have become more careful in borrowing 

in face of the crisis, but continue servicing 
current loans very well – at an on-time 
repayment rate of 99.5%.

agus racHMaDi of Bank rakyat in-
donesia (Bri) arrived at a largely similar 
conclusion. To date, neither Bri nor its 
microbanking units (MBUs) have been 
affected by the global crisis due to the 
bank’s limited exposure to (foreign) debt 
finance and the MBUs’ as well as the 
bank’s reliance on domestic savings. 
Bri depends merely on its public sav-
ing through microsaving. Moreover, Bri 
Micro credit is totally funded from the Bri 
Unit Microsaving (SiMPeDeS). of much 
greater impact was the monetary crisis 
of 1997-1998, which hit indonesia more 
profoundly than any other country. This 
was due to persistent inefficiencies and 
shortcomings in the banking sector and 
a high dependency on short-term money, 
compounded by high inflation and a long 
period of drought. 

The crisis affected the bank and the MBUs 
differently. The bank was pulled down by 
the dead weight of its corporate portfolio 
and became technically bankrupt. The 
MBUs, however, gained large numbers of 
new savers, their borrowers continued to 
repay their debts, and the units remained 
highly profitable. The international repu-
tation of the units and their excellent per-
formance throughout the crisis probably 
saved Bri, as the government decided 
to restructure and partially privatize the 
bank rather than merging it with other 
defunct public banks. To safeguard the 
bank against the fate of 1998, the bank’s 
management, backed by the government 
and the central bank, decided to focus 
on micro, small and medium enterprise 
finance, limiting corporate finance to a 
maximum of 20% of the portfolio. The 
MBUs continue to be the bank’s flagship 
performer during the current global crisis, 
with an on-time repayment rate of 99% 
and a return on assets of nearly 10%.

worKSHoP: GrowTH anD reSilience of SaVinGS BaSeD Mfis  
DUrinG THe GloBal criSiS

Moderator Hans dieter sEibEl (KGfe/e-MfP)

speakers Hans dieter sEibEl for nguyen tHac taM (cPcf Vietnam)

 agus racHMadi (Bri indonesia)

 daouda saWadogo (fcPB Burkina faso/cif de l‘afrique de l’ouest)
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Daouda SawaDoGo introduced the 
conféderation des institutions financières 
(cif) as a confederation of six large fed-
erations in five countries in west africa, 
established in 2007. Taken together, cif 
represents 2.2 million members, with a 
savings base of eUr 250M and an ag-
gregated loan portfolio of eUr 224M, 
supported by an equity base of eUr 
338M. Mr. Sawadogo maintained that the 
impact of the crisis is quite limited due to 
the built-in resilience of a self-financed 

system. in 2008, the amount of savings 
and credit has actually increased by 8% 
and 14% respectively while member-
ship has grown by nearly 8%. The major 
effect of the crisis was the large drop in 
remittances, but this did not affect the 
financial health of the institutions.

The resilience of the institutions discussed 
in this session results from applying a 
number of principles, but one was found 
key: self-reliance through local savings 
mobilization. Underlying is a firm com-
mitment to prudence, proximity and 
professionalism, based on an ethic of 
responsible finance.

discussion

The ensuing discussion evolved around 
resilience capacity. while it is true that 
savings-based systems are most likely 
better positioned to deal with shocks, it 

is not a guarantee for being immune to 
them. as Mr. Sawadogo explained, the 
larger cooperative systems become, the 
more they tend to be driven by a techni-
cally oriented management and to dis-
tance themselves from their membership. 
The challenge is to reduce intermediate 
layers as much as possible to allow access 
of members to governance and manage-
ment levels.

Participants pointed to challenges in the 
cooperative financial sector and one 
would have little difficulty balancing 
the presented best practices with many 
poor experiences. But as Mr. Sawadogo 
explained, the chinese word for crisis is 
‘weiji’ which has two components: ‘wei’ 
(danger) and ‘ji’ (opportunity). The chal-
lenge therefore is to manage risks while 
looking for opportunities. of particular 
importance is to ‘grow with your cli-
ent’. as they evolve from micro to small 
entrepreneurs, their Mfi has to grow with 
them. in order to be able to develop prod-
ucts with a longer duration, as in SMe 
and housing finance, the Mfi cannot rely 
on savings intake: it needs a firm equity 
base as well. others added that high lev-
els of savings may contribute to resilience, 
but also calls for the protection of savings 
in deposits through a guarantee scheme.

as Prof. Seibel contributed, one of the 
reasons why the indonesian microfinance 
industry presently is not much affected by 
the credit crisis is a lesson learned from 
the monetary crisis of the late 1990s. 
except for fully licensed tier-one banks, 
indonesian rural banks (Bank Perkreditan 
rakyat), which are prudentially regulated, 
are not allowed to be owned by foreign 
investors or to take hard currency loans, 
effectively reducing currency risks.
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prEsEntations

Mary ellen iSKenDerian, President and 
ceo of women’s world Banking (wwB) 
moderated this session. in her introduc-
tion she discussed that as the microfi-
nance sector is becoming more commer-
cial its focus on women is decreasing. This 
is in stark contrast with the present focus 
on the impact of microfinance. as such, 
microfinance stakeholders should not 
move away from this customer base.

roshaneh Zafar of the Kashf foundation 
started by stating that the potential of 
women is not yet realised. Barriers 
preventing women from participating in 
the economy include limited mobility; a 
lack of education; wage discrimination; 

the triple burden of women: job, 
child-care and housework; social norms 
that do not value household and care 
tasks; cultural values confining women to 
their homes; the concentration of female 
employment in a limited number of 
sectors; and limited access to financial 
services. 

The Kashf foundation was founded 
because Pakistan lacked an Mfi focussing 
on women. it is now the country’s third 
largest. it works according to its change-
Power-choice model; ‘change’ by 
developing a sense of self-worth and 
valuing women’s economic contribution; 
‘power’ by enhancing their bargaining 
position within the household; and 
‘choice’ by providing them with the 
means to improve their own and their 
children’s lives. To achieve this, Kashf 
designed demand-driven products, such 
as emergency loans and health insurance 
and is gender-sensitive by not asking for 
collateral or male guarantors, keeping 
documentation requirements low and 
working on literacy constraints and 
mobility barriers. it also changed its legal 
status and joined forces with women’s 

world Banking to offer deposit services, 
which are important to women to finance 
lifecycle events.

challenges remain however, such as: 
whether women are truly controlling their 
own income; women generally do not 
transform their businesses to higher 
levels; time management of the various 
activities which women have to do 
remains difficult; the attitude of men 
towards the business and work of women 
often remains negative; and provision of 
deposit services which are affordable, 
convenient and accessible to women.

elizabeth eilor, an independent 
consultant, presented a case study based 
on gender research which was done in 
collaboration with women’s world 
Banking for the Uganda finance Trust 
(UfT) in april 2009. The objectives of  
this research were to assess the market 
demand for a rural lending product in 
western Uganda, and to understand the 
cultural norms and systemic issues that 
make it difficult for rural women to gain 
access to and maintain control over the 
use of their loans. a focus on the 
intra-household dynamics and roles and 
responsibilities of women and men in 
rural households allowed the team to 
identify the key drivers and barriers to 
household income and business growth. 
The team found that traditional, patriar-
chal gender roles are still quite prevalent 
in rural areas, regardless of education  
and income level; land and land titles are 
largely passed down to men, who often 
act as the final decision makers, particu-
larly on financial and business matters. 
Mobility outside the home is limited  
and in some cases contingent upon the 
husband’s and/or male member of the 
household’s approval. Moreover, although 
women are generally empowered to 
make decisions about earnings derived 
from their small businesses, land title,  
a key requirement for obtaining a loan, 
limited the ability of many low-income 
women to easily access microfinance in 

worKSHoP: GenDer anD Microfinance

Moderator Mary Ellen iskEndErian (women’s world Banking)

speakers roshaneh zafar (Kashf foundation)

 Elizabeth Eilor (independent consultant)

 fatina abu okab (Microfund for women)
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order to continue to invest in and grow 
their businesses. Therefore, a gendered 
approach to serving the rural women’s 
market is needed. 

a change in mind set is needed in 
addressing women’s needs in microfi-
nance. The findings from the women’s 
world Banking study in Uganda show 
that microfinance should be realigned 
around the importance and value (social 
and financial) of serving women, both at 
the institutional and customer level. Mfis 
should look for opportunities to ‘mirror 
the market’ by continuing to ensure that 
women are represented at all levels of  
the organization—from front-line staff  
to senior management, and increase the 
capacity of its staff to more effectively 
design and deliver products and services 
which are based on the unique needs and 
challenges rural women face, including 
but not limited to: providing gender-sensi-
tive training to front-line and in-field to 
better serve women, developing market-
ing strategies that attract and empower 
rural women to view themselves as 
businesswomen, complementing loans 
with business development training to 
build the productive capacity of women, 

advocate for gender-sensitive microfi-
nance policies and develop a women’s 
banking option.

Ms. iskenderian introduced fatina aBU 
oKaB of Microfund for women, which 
has an excellent track-record and is 
regarded as a pioneer in developing and 
providing such products and services.  
it is the oldest and largest Mfi in Jordan 
actively targeting women (serving 40,000 
entrepreneurs, of which 96% are female). 
Mfw takes a holistic approach to 
assisting clients in improving their lives. its 
hands-on experience in the field enables 
Mfw to provide customized, sustainable 
products and services that meet the social 
and economic needs of clients. 

Mfw divides its client base into three 
segments, based on their business profits. 
By far the largest segment (60%) concerns 
clients with home-based, seasonal income-
generating activities. This is followed by  
a segment of clients (25%) with a steady 
business income, of which 75% is 
home-based and 25% are independent 
enterprises (outside the home). The 
smallest segment (15%) consists of clients 
with solid enterprises outside their home 
which provide the main source of income 
for their households.

new products need to respond to 
customer needs and their payment 
capacity. Mfw’s products, such as 
seasonal and maternity loans, are 
designed for each group based on clients’ 
needs. Three of its products use a group 
lending methodology, and two products 
are offered to individual borrowers.  
Mfw adjusts its products based on client 

surveys, which are carried out systemati-
cally. Mfw is now developing housing 
improvement loans and innovative 
caregiver products (for hospital expenses 
of women).

 

discussion

Ms. iskenderian concluded that microfi-
nance is effective when it empowers 
women. for this an organization needs  
to design demand driven products and 
services that will help to change the 
mindsets of microfinance institutions  
and the customers they serve. However, 
the audience questioned whether access 
to microfinance can address inequalities 
within households and communities. 
according to an impact assessment of 
Kashf foundation, important and broadly 
identified benefits, next to economic 
ones, include: increased confidence,  
more engagement in decision making, 
increasing respect and decreasing 
domestic violence. However, there have 
also been publications contesting such 
outcomes. it is concluded that empower-
ment takes a long time to materialize.

Based on questions from the audience 
about differences between the situation 
in Jordan, Pakistan and Uganda the 
discussion also turned to the costs of rural 
outreach. working in rural environments 
makes microfinance services such as those 
of Mfw costly as women are difficult to 
reach. Ms. iskenderian added that it is 
difficult to find women who want to 
work in such outreach programmes  
and live in remote rural areas.
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prEsEntations

Gregory VincenT’s presentation was 
entitled ‘relieving the burden: finding 
local currency solutions to loan repay-
ments’. although inTl is well experienced 
in getting funds into developing coun-
tries, risks involved in getting funds into a 
country is different from the risks getting 
money back, hence different risk 
management is required. That is why they 
started to assess microfinance investment 
risks with respect to currencies in face of 
the crisis. according to Mr. Vincent these 
risks are: country risk, credit risk, currency 
risk, liquidity risk and settlement risk. He 
explained that the post-lehman period is 
characterised by currency depreciation in 
combination with a shortage of dollars for 
repayments. He further explained that 
whereas the currency risk can be covered 
by hedging, for the liquidity and settle-
ment risks Mfis can make use of 
professional service providers. 

cordaid and Triodosfacet presented the 
results of cordaid’s portfolio review 
concerning supported national and 
regional wholesale facilities. its purpose 
was to come up with recommendations 
for good practices for facilities, but also 
for donors and support agencies. The 
analytical framework which was used 
classifies them in three types, depending 
on the development stage of the 
microfinance sector in a country (young, 
growing, mature), the envisaged level of 
intervention (macro, meso, micro), and 
the specific role of the wholesale facility 
as regards the kind of services provided. 
The recommendations presented for facili-
ties, donors and support agencies are said 
to be in line with cGaP’s occasional 
Paper no.6 and also includes a scorecard 
for social performance.

Joséphine GonZaleZ reflected on the 
immediate and intermediate consequenc-
es of availability of funds for large vs. 
smaller Mfis. She distinguished between 
commercial and public/semi-public 
funding. The first is marked by risk 

aversion, currency instabilities and fewer 
hedging mechanisms available, while for 
the latter she observed a key-role of 
emergency funds from Development 
financial institutions to refinance Mfis, 
although this only favours larger Mfis. 
Smaller Mfis are more vulnerable; either 
by not having proper hedging capacity or 
less diversified funding. in this respect she 
also referred to cGaP’s ‘Banana Skins’. 
nevertheless, while smaller Mfis can fall 
quicker, they can also more easily adapt. 
She also claimed that Mfis surviving the 
crisis will be the better managed ones, 
whether big or small. with respect to 
resilience and credit quality, Ms. Gonzalez 
warned about too much inclusion in a 
traditional economy, real purchasing 
power deterioration of the population 
targeted by microfinance, and a raise in 
portfolios at risk. She therefore called for 
better selection of Mfis by MiVs on critical 
points such as governance, internal 
control, portfolio quality, financial 
soundness regulation. She asked whether 
small Mfis have to either consolidate or 
disappear.

discussion

on the question regarding the difference 
between the 2nd and 3rd presentation with 
respect to the focus on risks and risk 
management in response to the crisis, it 
was replied that the crisis only hit halfway 
through the research conducted by 
cordaid/Triodosfacet, but that wholesal-
ing can spread its risks. in addition, 
Triodosfacet said it had a risk manage-
ment tool and handbook available on its 
website, covering financial, ecological and 
social aspects of risk management.

in response to imp-act’s question whether 
Mfis should adjust exchange rates in 
order to withstand international crises, 
Gauke andriesse gave the example of 
indonesia to show the importance of 
keeping reserves and being able to 
increase interest rates to deal with losses 
from changing exchange rates. on the 
potential of hedging, a participant 
indicated this is a longer term policy 
decision; you cannot just apply it when 
needed. also, some countries and Mfis 
feel the impact of the credit crunch and 
depreciation more than others, meaning 
that a lot depends on funding structure, 

worKSHoP: fUnDinG in TiMeS of criSiS

Moderator Michael dE groot (rabobank foundation)

speakers gregory VincEnt (inTl Global currencies ltd.)

 tom baur (Triodosfacet) / gauke andriEssE (cordaid)

 Joséphine gonzalEz (PlaniS)
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diversification and timing, in addition to 
having good control mechanisms and 
ability to reschedule.

Ms. Gonzalez indicated that before the 
crisis there appeared to be no risk and 
perfect portfolio. experience now shows 
that there is a need to focus on institu-
tional capacities and avoid over-indebted-
ness. The moderator concluded by 
pointing out that there appears to be an 
oversupply of funding and less demand, 
which seems to ask for structural 
adjustments.

prEsEntations

Mr. Marek HUDon, representing cerMi 
and UlB, started the session by giving a 
presentation on how to get to an ethical 
framework. He discussed some recent 
issues such as whether provision of 
financial services to the poor is necessarily 
socially responsible, and who should pay 
the cost of expanding rural finance. He 
indicated that we should take into 
account the diverse circumstances of the 
sector: for instance the wide variety of 
actors active and the lack of a common 
social indicator. in aiming for an ethical 
framework it is helpful to make a 
classification of ethical issues: systematic 
(such as feminization of debt), corporate 
(interest rates) and individual (pressure of 
management on loan officers). further-
more, a distinction between ‘do not 
harm’ and ‘do good’ is useful.

Mr. arvind aSHTa of the Burgundy School 
of Business took the spectacular growth 
of the market value of compartamos as a 
starting point of his presentation. in order 
to grow that fast, compartamos needed 
high profits which were the result of very 
high interest rates. The whole microfi-
nance sector was shocked by these 
interest rates. However, in 2007 the 
interest rates of compartamos were not 
deviating from other Mexican credit 
suppliers. Therefore, interest rates as such 
cannot provide the whole picture. Mr. 
ashta therefore proposed to link interest 
rates with social performance measures in 
relation to their deviation from average 
rates and interest rate ceilings. Moreover, 
rates should also be seen in the light of 
the Mfis governance structure (do 
borrowers benefit from the interest in 
terms of share capital) and its transpar-
ency in interest rates.

worKSHoP: eTHicS, Social PerforMance, reSPonSiBiliTY:  
wHaT DoeS iT Mean for THe inVeSTorS anD PracTiTionerS?

Moderator Marek Hudon (cerMi/UlB)

speakers arvind asHta (Burgundy School of Business)

 cécile lapEnu (ceriSe/e-MfP)

 Xavier rEillE (cGaP)
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discussion

other options for assessing whether 
interest rates were socially responsible 
were discussed during the discussion.  
Mfi clients applying for a second loan at 
the same bank would be a good indicator 
to determine whether interest rates are 
too high. furthermore, a comparison with 
the saving rates would also be a good 
indicator. one participant argued that 
when discussing the high interest rates  
of compartamos, we should consider 
carefully if we are still on the right track 
and that we should not forget why 
microfinance was established in the  
first place. 

cécile laPenU, of cerise and e-MfP, 
discussed the emergence of the social 
performance discussion in the 2000s. Ms. 
lapenu gave the opinion that responsible 
finance not only involves financial criteria, 
but also social, environmental and ethical 
criteria when making investment 
decisions. consumer protection and social 
responsibility standards should be 
considered as a minimum, offering 
opportunities for both investors and Mfis.

Mr. Xavier reille of cGaP indicated that 
the socially-responsible investment market 
is growing fast (now standing at USD 6.8 
trillion); microfinance (USD 10 billion) is at 
the core of this market, especially of the 
market for impact investments. whereas 
this market used to be dominated by the 
USa, the european share is growing fast 
and recently asia has also entered the 
market. Main drivers behind this increase 
are demand from institutional investors 
and legislation. 

other barriers regarding microfinance for 
responsible investors are: doubts about 
how responsible microfinance actually is; 
the size of possible investment in the 
segment; whether microfinance is an 
illiquid asset class; and whether asset 
managers are professional enough to 
work with institutional investors. 

worKSHoP: THe role of PoSTal SerViceS in financial inclUSion

Moderator dominique VillEnEuVE (Planet finance)

speakers sylvie solignac (Banque Postal)

 José anson (Universal Postal Union)

 najmeddine rEdouanE (Poste Maroc)

possible, for example in remittances due 
to their low barriers to entry.

Sylvia SoliGnac started her presentation 
by introducing the Banque Postale. its 
long history is characterised by many 
changes, culminating in becoming a fully 
fledged bank in 2006, but it strives to stay 
close to its core values: proximity and 
inclusiveness. it keeps barriers to entry 
low, keeps a strong regional network and 
by assigning personal advisers to all 
clients is able to build strong relationships. 

prEsEntations

Dominique VilleneUVe started by 
introducing post-office systems. its three 
tasks, mail, parcel services and financial 
services are dependent on national 
legislation and as such, differ per country. 
Many postal services are transforming to 
fully fledged companies or privatising. The 
strength of postal services, which they 
have in common with Mfis, is their 
extensive network. Therefore synergies 
between Mfis and post offices are 
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By offering a range of delivery options, 
and using prepaid cards technology,  
it can offer a whole range of remittance 
services, from cheap but more time 
consuming to fast but more costly 
solutions.

Ms. Solignac continued by presenting 
José anSon’s case of the Universal Postal 
Union (UPU). More than one billion 
people below the poverty line use postal 
offices. at the same time, the financial 
crisis has shown that it is important to 
have a local savings system and the 
danger of overdependence on foreign 
capital. Post offices can offer a reliable 
and trusted savings collection infrastruc-
ture that enhances economic stability.

UPU, in collaboration with the alliance of 
financial inclusion (afi) held a workshop 
in november 2009 on financial inclusion 
and postal banking. Developing countries 

exchanged best practises and learned  
that inclusion and economic efficiency  
in financial services can be compatible. 
The example of Banco Postal in Brazil was 
presented as a success case for inclusion 
as it opened branches throughout the 
country. a study also showed clear 
benefits when Banco Postal established 
an office in a city. not only did it greatly 
increase financial inclusion of poor 
populations, it also resulted in an  
increase in economic activities and jobs.

najmeddine reDoUane from Poste 
Maroc started his presentation by 
explaining the difficulties of establishing  
a bank in Morocco. furthermore, there is 
no culture of using banks among low 
income populations in Morocco. There-
fore access to financial services for the 
poor, especially in rural areas, is very 
limited and banks do not offer adapted 

products. Poste Maroc, in contrast, 
historically has a strong network in rural 
areas and access to poor populations who 
use postal services. it therefore saw this 
segment as an important focus area for 
its financial services. although this 
segment is receiving increasing attention 
from other banks they now face tough 
competition from Poste Maroc as it is 
already strongly present, with 40% of 
bankable low income people serviced by 
Poste Maroc. ambitions for the future  
are increasing access for low income 
populations to financial services further  
by establishing the al Barid Bank, a bank 
specifically intended to service these 
populations. 

discussion

one main subject of the ensuing 
discussion was remittances. There remain 
difficulties with sending remittances to 
remote rural areas. Here, Mr. Villeneuve 
added that Planet finance and UPU are 
together looking at possibilities for 
cooperation between postal services and 
Mfis. Postal services often have a strong 
presence throughout the country and 
there exist great possibilities for synergies 
to use these institutions as a channel for 
remittances. furthermore, the difficulties 
of migrants with common remittance 
transfer methods were discussed as users 
are afraid that their earnings might be 
brought to the attention of authorities. 
However, according to Ms. Solignac such 
information is not reported.

Dominique Villeneuve thanked the 
speakers for discussing their cases and 
concluded that this session clearly showed 
that postal offices can play an important 
role in microfinance.
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roUnD TaBle: clienT ProTecTion:  
How To increaSe efficiencY anD MaKe iT oPeraTional

Moderator bonnie bruskY (consultant)

panelists larry rEEd (MfTransparency)

 anton siManoWitz (imp-act)

 robin ratcliffE (The Smart campaign)

 faisel raHMan (fair finance/eMn)

panEl prEsEntations

after Bonnie BrUSKY opened the session 
by stating the need to protect clients from 
malpractice and risks, robin raTcliffe of 
The Smart campaign for client protection 
in microfinance started her presentation 
by articulating the six ‘Principles of client 
protection’, as presented at www.
smartcampaign.org: avoidance of 
over-indebtedness, transparent pricing, 
appropriate collection practices, ethical 
staff behavior, mechanisms to redress 
grievances, and data privacy. with more 
than 750 endorsers already, the campaign 
aims to recommit the industry to good 
business practices which focus on the 
client through responsible financing. Ten 
in-depth institutional assessments have 
now been completed with respect to the 
strengths and weaknesses of Mfis on 
these 6 principles, which are helping the 
development of tools for Mfis to assess 
their own practices and implement 
improved processes to protect their clients 
and especially to focus on transparency in 
pricing, terms and conditions.

larry reeD presented participants with an 
interest rate quiz. The difficulty they had 
in choosing the loan with the lowest 
annual percentage rate (aPr) was a 
striking illustration of how hard it can be 
for clients to choose between loan 
products and the need for transparency in 
microfinance. Mr. reed then showed the 
recently launched product pricing data on 
the MfTransparency website (www.
mftransparency.org), the first set of true 
pricing data the industry has ever had. He 
explained how through this information, 
as well as through other components of 
MfTransparency’s work such as training 
and tools, MfTransparency seeks to 
establish fair and transparent pricing in 
the industry. 

anton SiManowiTZ stressed the power 
of repayments in microfinance. He 

promoted investments in appropriate staff 
incentives. Staff should be motivated, not 
so much to get new clients, but rather to 
keep clients. He also advocated more 
flexibility in finance products, including 
insurances. Understanding the client 
means knowing what is happening to the 
client; not just having one solution and 
zero tolerance.

faisel raHMan compared the situation 
with UK and continental approaches. in 
the UK emphasis is on people having 
decision-making power, being well-
informed and able to redress complaints, 
transparency and no financial exclusion. 
This has led to very erratic financial 
products, some with very high interest 
rates and costs, thus leading to exploita-
tion and over-indebtedness. it is therefore 
important to consider the process as 
much as the products. This involves 
management of risks and information; 
responsible collection; staff management 
and incentives; attention to quality, and 
proper assessments and targets; a social 
metric and good investor management. 

Principles of client protection are 
important for developing countries and 
need to be translated into management 
and incentives for investors, in particular 
with respect to social returns on invest-
ments.

additional websites referred to during the 
round table meeting were www.sptf.info, 
www.imp-act.org, www.spmnetwork.net, 
www.centerforfinancialinclusion.org.

discussion

one question from the audience related 
to potential political risks of transparent 
interest rates. The panelists stated that 
this requires a joint commitment, in 
particular in dealing with the fact that 
poor people pay more for their dispersed 
loans. This also relates to institutional 
risks; what are the incentives to reach out 
to rural areas, and what is the subsequent 
pressure on interest rates? one response 
to this was that since rural wages are 
lower, this may lower the costs of delivery. 
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Spearheading the industry effort towards 
transparent pricing, larry reed explained 
how MfTransparency works to sensitize 
the broad range of stakeholders on these 
issues to ensure these efforts result in a 
stronger, more sustainable industry and 
improved access to financial services for 
the poor.

another participant asked whether client 
protection means a step back in the past. 
Social performance systems and ratings 
do not really show the burden of clients; 
it is more a question of managing 
overindebtedness. in this respect it was 
also asked how the Smart campaign 
deals with those who do not sign up. 
robin ratcliffe responded by saying that 
in fact many Mfis want to sign up and 
comply. axel de Ville wondered what role 
e-MfP can play in aligning different 
initiatives and looking for complementary 
action. according to Ms. ratcliffe this is a 

challenge, yet the Smart campaign is 
keen on collaboration, and are already 
partnering with four specialized microfi-
nance companies to explore how 
performance on client protection issues 
could be integrated into social ratings – 
and even more interesting – into financial 
rating. The desire to streamline reporting 
and assessments for Mfis was empha-
sized by the audience and the panelists.

an ethiopian participant stressed the 
importance of knowing who to work with 
and how, in an informal and culturally 
highly diverse environment, e.g. also 
knowing your collector. He asked about 
client protection pre-conditions and how 
to implement its principles, to which Ms. 
ratcliffe responded that risk-management 
needs to be improved.

on the question of protection of saving 
clients, Mr. Hans Van der Veen of the 
netherlands Ministry of foreign affairs 

advocated for the inclusion of a 7th 
principle of client Protection, related to  
a ‘deposit guarantee system’, on which 
he presented a text for further use.

with respect to the role of investors in 
implementing these principles, organisa-
tions like cGaP, Smart campaign and 
imp-act said that they want to play a 
catalytic role, for instance by developing 
web-tools for investors and others. The 
reporting burden of core social perform-
ance indicators should be kept to a 
minimum. MfTransparency explained  
how investors can use their influence  
to encourage client-friendly practices  
on the part of the institutions they fund.
fair finance warned against too much 
navel-gazing, by not only focusing on 
improving principles, but more so on 
improving service provision. This led 
another participant to ask whether  
social compliance implies better impact. 
according to imp-act, this is difficult to 
measure as there is not much consistency 
in the sector; it is often internal manage-
ment (process, quality and management 
style) of the Mfi which makes the 
difference.

This session was filmed and the video is 
available on the european Microfinance 
Platform’s website www.e-mfp.eu
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worKSHoP: THe leGal fraMeworK of Microfinance fUnDS in eUroPe

Moderator Emmanuel dE lutzEl (BnP Paribas)

speakers loïc dE cannièrE (incofin)  

 Jean-luc pErron (Grameen credit agricole Microfinance foundation)

  

prEsEntations

The three speakers delivered a well 
integrated presentation which was 
prepared by the e-MfP action Group  
on the legal framework of Microfinance 
funds in europe. The group has 19 
members from five countries, represent-
ing USD 2B assets under management  
in the microfinance industry, brought 
together by 23.5 million retail and private 
investors.

The core of the problem is that in europe 
(with the exception of the netherlands 
and luxembourg, which have specific 
regulatory frameworks) dedicated 
microfinance investment funds aspiring  
to raise capital at retail level are expected 
to comply with the so-called UciTS 
regulation for general investment funds. 
However, while this regulation works  
well to keep a thorough check on general 
private equity funds, it fails to be 
conducive to the microfinance industry 
because the regulation does not meet  
the specific requirements of microfinance 
investment funds. Major obstacles are that:

•	 investment instruments in microfinance 
are not ‘transferable securities’ (are not 
listed)

•	 These are not able to meet the 
demand of daily publication of their 
net asset value (naV)

•	 are not liquid enough to deal at any 
time with redemption demands from 
investors

Meeting these requirements is a precondi-
tion for being granted a so-called 
european passport, which means that the 
fund managers can raise capital anywhere 
and from anyone in the european Union. 
Moreover, most countries in the eU 
require this passport status for allowing 
these funds to operate in their own 
countries. The netherlands and luxem-
bourg have additional national regulation 
that allows eligible funds to operate in 
their home markets. as a result, larger 
funds from Germany, france and 
Switzerland are often incorporated in 
luxembourg.

essentially, there are two channels open 
for the funds to get access to european 
passport status: either by creating a 
special status under the UciTS model, 

which is adjusted every five years or so,  
or applying for so-called aifM status 
(alternative investment fund Managers), 
which licenses fund managers of 
non-UciTS funds. whereas the second 
option in some ways may represent a fast-
track opportunity, it has a major disadvan-
tage that it does not come with a full 
retail license: it does not allow for capital 
raising from the general public, only from 
professional investors (such as pension 
funds for example). a potential third 
option in the form of duplicating the 
luxembourg or Dutch options in other 
countries had been tried at various 
occasions but to no avail as yet.

The speakers presented various action 
proposals but admitted that expedient 
action is required. first, in order to break 
in, as it were, in ongoing processes, 
especially as regards aifM licensing and, 
second, because the current climate tends 
to call for even stricter regulation 
incurring the risk that microfinance 
investment funds will be placed in the 
same category with hedge funds for 
example.

discussion

The discussion focused on two related 
issues. firstly, what can fund managers  
do under the current limitations to attract 
investments from high net-worth individu-
als without actual advertising? There 
appear to be some opportunities to that 
effect, but generally clients prefer to bank 
and invest with their own bank, particu-
larly in the mass retail market and these 
clients are difficult to reach with a private 
or wealth banking approach. 

Secondly, the question remains how large 
the retail market actually is? Potentially  
it is a huge market. currently, the approxi-
mately 100 microfinance investment 
funds are managing USD 6.6B, mostly  
in debt finance, of which 35% has been 
sourced from retail clients. But as one 
participant observed, his own banking 
institution in the netherlands could 
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relatively easily raise hundreds of millions 
from its own clients. His institution, 
however, is rather hesitant to do so in 
view of the limited qualified investment 
potential overseas. in other words, how 
much more external capital can the 
industry prudently absorb in markets 
where for instance client protection 
mechanisms, credit bureaus and deposit 
guarantee systems are still in a start-up 
phase?

However, all participants agreed that 
there is value in continuing working 
towards an appropriate european 
passport facility for dedicated microfi-
nance funds as well as their fund 
managers and they endorsed the  
action Group’s initiatives to that end.

roUnD TaBle:  
linKinG e-MfP wiTH Microfinance ProfeSSional aSSociaTionS

Moderator Magali paulus (aDa)

discussion

for reasons that were beyond the control 
of the organisers, no representative of a 
Southern microfinance association was 
able to attend the round table. Therefore 
the round table became an informal 
discussion as none of the participants felt 
they could talk on behalf of associations. 
The discussion started with questioning 
the possible role that e-MfP can play in 
linking with professional organisations. 
Subsequent discussion continued on the 
value of, and reasons for networks, 
whether formal or informal. This is 
particularly relevant when looking at 
membership; is interest mainly coming 
from the north, what response is there 
from Mfis in the South, and how can they 

be reached? Should e-MfP maintain a 
database of Mfis? for e-MfP, national 
level linking, for instance in areas of 
organisation and legislation, may be more 
useful than regional and international 
advocacy. 

other possible roles for e-MfP suggested 
by participants were: linking investors to 
associations in order to identify interesting 
Mfis; organisational and legislative 
requirements at national levels; identifying 
the right partners for focused meetings 
and exchange, rationalising Mfi structures 
and improving efficiencies; and inviting 
partners from the South to set and 
organise the agenda for one day during a 
future european Microfinance week. 
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worKSHoP: Social reSPonSiBiliTY of Mfis

Moderator cécile lapEnu (ceriSe/e-MfP)

speakers teshome daYEsso (Buusaa Gonofaa ethiopia)

 Mila MErcado-bunkEr (aSHi Philippines)

 irina ignatiEVa (concern worldwide)

prEsEntations

The session’s moderator, cécile laPenU 
from ceriSe/e-MfP, opened by stating 
that ‘social performance management’ 
has become an established term in 
microfinance.

Buusaa Gonofaa is a rural focused 
microfinance institution which won the 
2nd european Microfinance award in 
2008. its Director, Teshome DaYeSSo 
explained about its client progress 
assessment tool (poverty scorecard). This 
card was developed to measure the 
changes in livelihood of borrowing clients 
overtime. clients were involved in its 
development by proposing poverty 
indicators, from which the organization 
then made a selection. The final asset 
score on the card, which is filled in with 
clients every loan cycle as part of the loan 
assessment process, classifies clients into 
a ‘poverty group’.

along with social performance measure-
ment, the card can also be used as a 
decision making tool in the loan assess-
ment process and as a benchmarking 
tool. it helps the organization to better 
classify clients by poverty status, gender, 

location and loan patterns. The system 
still faces challenges such as difficulties 
with reaching remote rural clients, limited 
local capacity to work with the database 
system, the integration of social data in 
financial performance data. also, 
additional scoring rounds are required to 
detect patterns of change in client 
livelihoods. 

Mila MercaDo-BUnKer presented 
aSHi’s mission and explained how it 
translates in its strategy, integrating four 
elements of social performance: outreach 
to the poorest; adaptation of products 
and services; corporate social responsibil-
ity and empowerment and participation. 
as regards outreach, aSHi uses a PPi tool 
to ensure that it targets poor women and 
for annual progress measurement. as it is 
linked to its loan tracking system aSHi 
can also relate progress to years of 
membership and product use. Secondly, 
with respect to the adaptation of 
products to client needs, broad product 
offer and client choice are combined with 
strict monitoring. for example, based on 
the experience of the effects of two 
typhoons, a response system for members 
with difficulties is now one of the product 

design principles. Disaster management 
and risk mitigation will become more 
pronounced. Thirdly, its corporate social 
responsibility strategy focuses on its 
members, their community, but also aSHi 
staff. fourthly, empowerment and 
participation is incorporated in the aSHi 
leadership path. it trains members to 
participate more and assume greater 
responsibilities in the organization, both 
in operations, product development and 
governance.

Ms. Mercado-Bunker concluded with the 
four points of aSHi’s social performance 
roadmap: focussing success away from 
traditional performance figures; improved 
organizational communication; social and 
economic progress for its members and 
building self-confidence.

irina iGnaTieVa introduced concern 
worldwide. only a relatively small part of 
concern’s work is in microfinance. Ms. 
ignatieva focussed on its more prominent 
social performance management activities 
and presented aMK cambodia. concern 
founded aMK and plays a role as social 
investor and on governance level with a 
SPM committee overseeing social research 
and reporting. aMK considers it vital to 
measure progress according to social and 
financial objectives for informed decision 
making. The costs involved in tracking 
social performance constitute around 2% 
of total operational costs.

concern also founded the africa 
Microfinance initiative in cooperation with 
agora Microfinance fund, which starts up 
greenfield Mfis in Sub-Saharan africa. 
concern aims to define and measure 
social returns and set reporting standards. 
in addition, concern is also working on 
defining social returns, focussing on 
savings and advancement in savings 
products. Ms. ignatieva then continued to 
explain the results of a concern study, 
applying the indicator they developed to 
data from Mix Market. They found that 
financial and social returns (measured 
with savings growth) did not correlate. 
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worKSHoP: THe role of GoVernMenTS in Microfinance  
DUrinG anD BeYonD THe criSiS

Moderator Eric duflos (cGaP)

speakers Wolfgang buEckEr (GTZ) 

 renée cHao bEroff (ciDr/Pamiga)  

Ms. ignatieva stated that stakeholders 
need to decide on their strategy towards 
those returns, such as expected financial 
returns for social investors, and the 
desired balance between social and 
financial returns.

 

discussion

it was commented that balancing 
financial and social returns was impor-
tant, but that concern’s definition of 
social returns was too narrow. Moreover, 
many Mfis cannot take savings. Ms. 
ignatieva argued that savings as an 
indicator is relevant as these are needed 
in times of external shocks and to develop 
economic activities; the proposed 
definition of social returns as household 
savings change should be complemented 
by looking at change in other assets (such 
as health and education). another 
objection was that vulnerability cannot be 
assessed by focussing on assets only; it 
would also be good to look at microinsur-
ance. Mr. Dayesso disagreed and argued 
that is possible when clients have 

identified indicators relevant to them. 
Moreover, he indicated that it is important 
to be transparent to social investors as 
regards the indicators used. 

Mila Mercado-Bunker commented that 
risk management systems at Mfis were 
taken for granted. Because of climate 
change these need to be re-evaluated. 
Microinsurance could be of use, but for 
natural hazards a holistic development 
approach is required. 

Participants commented that social 
returns should not only be measured by 
quantifiable indicators. as seen in the 
example of aSHi a social mission also can 
make the difference. Ms. lapenu 
concluded that social systems are complex 
but that simplified models are still useful.

prEsEntations

By way of introduction, the session 
moderator eric DUfloS briefly ran the 
audience through preliminary research 
done by cGaP. He summarized the role 
that governments effectively play in 
general as: protection, promotion and 

supervision and then highlighted 
government interventions during the 
global crisis. examples of government 
measures he highlighted were the 
following: Many governments designed 
interventions but in different ways and 
not always directly responding to the crisis 
situation. interventions often focus on 

improving access to liquidity to kick-start 
lending through subsidized lending, 
installing guarantee schemes or support-
ing apex and wholesale funds. There is 
also growing attention from governments 
on the social agenda in microfinance,  
in the form of social transfers, consumer 
protection, safety nets and financial 
education and literacy. as yet, there  
have been few attempts towards loan 
forgiveness or interest caps during the 
crisis. overall, it seems that the ‘protec-
tion’ role of the governments has been 
the most common during the crisis and 
there is a hope that we may see the 
emergence of a more conducive role  
of government in financial inclusion.

wolfgang BUecKer focussed on 
government responses in two countries: 
the Ukraine and the Kyrgyz republic.  
He reported a growing awareness of 
governments to create stable financial 
sectors and to include the microfinance 
industry in such efforts. Key to this is that 
governments realize that this requires a 
multi-stakeholder approach, involving 
regulators, supervisors, investors and 
practitioners. a lesson learned in the 
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meantime is that only stronger and 
well-governed Mfis should be allowed to 
be licensed to take savings and deposits, 
as a first major guarantee provision, next 
to deposit guarantee schemes. likewise, 
there is some urgency in getting credit 
bureaus established to protect govern-
ment, practitioner and client interests. 
The objective of creating financial access 
to all must be balanced with the objective 
of creating financial stability in the 
market. in this context he mentioned  
the need to closely follow the recent 
G-20-discussions on financial sector 
regulation and supervision reforms and  
its effects on the microfinance business. 

renee cHao Beroff started her 
presentation with some pointed ques-
tions. is the crisis in the north due to  
lax or inadequate regulation? is the good 
performance of Mfis in the South due to 
prudent regulation or to responsible 
governance? what needs to be factored 
in is that the microfinance industry is 
facing some relatively new challenges: 
signs of overheating markets, saturation 
in urban settings, increasing Par levels 
and over-indebtedness in some categories  
of clients. Governments tend to respond 
professionally: there is a growing call for 
credit bureaus and client protection,  
often hand-in-hand with client education. 
To date, few have responded by installing 
interest caps. Studies on africa have 
indicated that such measures are more 
likely to harm the sustainability of 
practitioners than to ensure protection  
of clients. Policy makers can play a 
progressive role by enabling Mfis to scale 
up operations and pursue efficiency gains. 
efforts to make the industry affordable as 
well as stable, however, do need proper 
support from practitioners and also 
investors, especially when it comes to 
social responsibility practices and good 
governance.

discussion

a participant questioned whether the  
role of governments was becoming more 
conducive. He cited examples from 
Tanzania and Senegal where governments 
are considering the creation of new 
development banks for agriculture. 
others express concern that the crisis  
may lead to a rejuvenation of public 
sector credit programs with expectedly 
below-Par performance levels. However, 
this may also be triggered by the limited 
capacity and willingness shown by many 
Mfis in serving rural clients. 

Some participants called for consolidation 
of the industry. in various countries there 
appear to be too many Mfis offering 
essentially the same services without 
being able to build sound institutions. 
Moreover, they are increasingly serving 
the same or similar clients, in the process 
decreasing the added value they can offer 
to micro-entrepreneurs. Perhaps more 
attention should be paid to merger and 
acquisition opportunities to stabilize the 
sector. 

The panel noted that the market 
saturation is only happening in certain 
areas and that it is important for the 
microfinance community to increase  
its focus on fostering rural finance Mfis. 
Such focus will also help us to contribute 
to the prevention of future food crisis too. 

when discussing the perspectives of 
microfinance beyond the current crisis, 
some participants mentioned that we 
have reached the end of deregulation. 
They believed that it is possible that the 
worst still has to come: many big names 
will face increased exchange rate 
problems and remittance volumes 
continue to contract, possibly triggering 
stricter regulation, as in indonesia where 
non-Tier 1 Mfis are prohibited from 
accepting foreign ownership and loans  
in foreign currencies. consolidation could 
encourage Mfis to cooperate more 
effectively, not only as regards credit 
bureaus but also in view of payment 
systems, iT platforms, training and 
capacity building, etc. it would also offer 
a more sustained opportunity to get  
the challenges of rural and agricultural 
finance positioned higher on the agenda 
once more.

The Panel concluded by calling for an 
increased focus on governments and  
their role of protection beyond the crisis, 
especially when it comes to the protection 
of deposits which constitute an important 
financial service but also a cushion in 
times of crisis. 

Should you want to comment on the  
role of governments beyond the crisis, 
please write on the cGaP blog post of  
11 December 2009 on www.cgap.org.
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e-MfP PlaZa

around 20 organizations were exhibitors 
at the e-MfP Plaza and in addition, four 
organizations gave presentations on new 
developments. firstly, the Microinsurance 
network was launched and presented 
with a short movie. The Microinsurance 
network is a member-based network of 
donor organisations, multilateral 
agencies, insurance and social protection 
providers, policymakers and academics. it 
provides a platform for information 
sharing and stakeholder coordination 
with the aim to promote the development 
and proliferation of insurance products 
for low-income persons. More informa-
tion is available at www.microinsur-
ancenetwork.org.

Secondly, antonique KoninG presented 
the new eU acP microfinance pro-
gramme. The eU will support a five year 
microfinance programme. The objectives 
of the programme are capacity building 
and working on the transparency of Mfis. 
Strong partnerships are key to reaching 
these objectives. Ms. Koning concluded 
with a call for proposals for interventions 
which reach out to the most vulnerable 
populations and empower consumers of 
microfinance products. (for more 
information visit www.euacpmicrofinance.
org or email info@euacpmicrofinance.org)

Thirdly, the Microfinance for all network 
presented itself. This organisation 
addresses the limited access to financial 
services of the world’s 650 million 

disabled people. Mfis rarely work with 
these populations, but now partnerships 
are being built to address these issues. 
Those interested can contact Hervé 
Bernard (hbernard@handicap-internation-
al.org) or Gregory Doucet (gdoucet@
handicap-international.org).

finally, SiMfY was presented. SiMfY is  
a software package which simulates the 
workings of an Mfi. it can be used as a 
training tool which creates an environ-
ment where a trainee learns to take 
decisions and trainers learn to monitor 
them. it is an interactive web-based tool, 
which is adjustable to the specific context 
in which an Mfi works. More information 
is available at simfi@microfinance.lu. 
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thurSday 26 november 2009:  
opening perSpectiveS beyond the criSiS

PlenarY: oPeninG PerSPecTiVeS BeYonD THe criSiS

Moderator pierre Van HEdEl (rabobank foundation/e-MfP)

speakers daouda saWadogo (fédération des caisses Populaires du Burkina faso/cif)

 kimanthi Mutua (K-rep Bank)

prEsEntations

Pierre Van HeDel, of rabobank founda-
tion and e-MfP, the session’s moderator, 
stressed the urgency to ask questions. The 
crisis calls for discussion about different 
subjects: legal frameworks for microfi-
nance, declining remittances, client 
protection, but also about the mission 
and values of e-MfP members. Before 
starting with the presentations, Mr. van 
Hedel addressed two important issues for 
consideration: the added value of people 
in the South and value chains.

Daouda SawaDoGo, of the fédération 
des caisses Populaires du Burkina faso/
cif, claims that there are four popula-
tions, each with options for action during 
this crisis; the international community, 
Southern governments, Mfis, and e-MfP. 
The international community needs to 
realise that microfinance is for the poor 
and commitments of the G20 have to be 
made specific. furthermore, an interna-
tional fund should be created to allow for 
proactive responses in times of crisis, 
access to investment funds should be 

facilitated and capacity to cope with 
future crises should be built. Southern 
governments should have appropriate 
financial regulation to protect clients; 
effective supervisory bodies; research 
funding and a protective fund. They 
should also partner with private compa-
nies such as financial institutions. Mfis 
should continue to focus on product 
diversification, good governance and 
financial sustainability. They should also 
encourage savings, cooperate more and 
increase the level of capitalisation. 

Kimanthi MUTUa from K-rep Bank 
explained that many developing countries 
believed their banking and microfinance 
sector would not be affected as they are 
not strongly linked to the international 
financial system. However, Mfis that rely 
on external funds definitely felt the crisis 
and the effects on local economies have 
been significant, starting with agricultural 
exports and tourism. Many SMe’s face 
cash flow difficulties, which in turn affect 
banks and Mfis. Mfis are seeing their 
growth slow, deposits going down, 

profitability drop and access to funding 
for further growth decrease. However, 
according to Mr. Mutua, Mfis cannot 
continue business as usual and need to be 
supported in developing new strategies. 
attention should be paid to planning 
mechanisms and growth management. 
They need to restructure their balance 
sheet, reduce dependence on external 
funds and seek alternative funding 
options, both short and medium-term. 
long term relationships between Mfis 
and funders should be sought. further-
more, expertise in this risk management 
should be developed. Developing stress 
testing models would also be useful.

discussion

The discussion focused on risk manage-
ment in practice, the client perspective 
and finally on the creation of protective 
funds. Mr. Mutua argued that diversifica-
tion of funding is vital. in addition, Mfis 
should analyse which part of their 
portfolio is vulnerable to the crisis.  
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roUnD TaBle: MiVS anD Social PerforMance:  
ToolS for MeaSUreMenT anD rePorTinG

Moderator daniel daX (luxflaG)

panelists Jasmina glisoVic-MÉzièrEs (cGaP)

 sarah lEsHnEr (Blueorchard)

 cécile lapEnu (ceriSe/e-MfP)

 Emmanuelle JaVoY (Planet rating)

 Jürgen HaMMEr (Grameen crédit agricole Microfinance foundation)

panEl prEsEntations 

Daniel DaX from luxflaG moderated this 
session. luxflaG is an independent 
labelling agency in operation since 2006.

Jasmina GliSoVic-MÉZiÈreS explained 
that cGaP, as coordinator of the process 
of identifying social performance 
indicators, established three working 
groups; ‘client protection’, ‘social 
performance indicators’, and ‘environ-
mental, social and governance (eSG) 
framework’. client protection is now on 
investors’ agenda however, implementa-
tion remains a challenge. regarding social 
performance indicators, the working 
group is refining 10 main indicators and 
might add new indicators in the future. 
concerning the eSG framework the work-
ing group is also finalizing a set of 
indicators which were tested and 
incorporated in the 2009 cGaP MiV 
Survey.

although this process has been successful 
due to the willingness and broad range of 
participating organizations, Ms. Glisovic-
Mézières admits that developing sets of 

a K-rep stress test already exists which 
allows Mfis to develop long term funding 
plans and to restructure their balance 
sheet. 

according to Daouda Sawadogo, 
governments are also responding to these 
funding issues with legislation. Mr. Mutua 
stated that mitigating the risks of this 
crisis necessitates close partnerships 
between investors and Mfis. investors 
need to be committed for the long term. 
Transparency and trust are vital in these 
partnerships to make sure that all 
partners benefit from cooperation.

The discussion then turned to the missing 
client perspective. During this crisis it is 
also appropriate to consider how clients 
can be assisted in sustaining their 
livelihoods. according to Mr. Mutua risk 
management for Mfis also means being 
responsible lenders. They need to 
understand their clients and the local 
context. Secondly, he believes these 
institutions should restructure their loan 
facilities to help clients in facing difficul-
ties or establish consumer associations to 
firmly refocus the attention of Mfis on 
their clients. over-indebtedness is also a 
concern of the audience. Mr. Sawadogo 

stated that over-indebtedness is a reality, 
but consultation and cooperation can 
make it less prevalent. exchanging 
information through credit bureaus, close 
relationships with clients, and awareness-
raising on the dangers of over-indebted-
ness are important. Moreover, Mfis 
should not resort to reducing lending 
periods or increasing interest rates. 
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simple but meaningful indicators, 
implementing them in practice and 
reaching agreement on the way indicators 
are calculated remains a challenge. after 
enquiries from the fellow panellists, she 
indicated that next steps would be further 
standardization, refining indicators and 
getting more investors involved. accord-
ing to a cGaP survey 60% of MiV’s 
already reported on eSG indicators to 
their investors. 

according to Sarah leSHner, Blueor-
chard also developed a social perform-
ance due diligence tool, which incorpo-
rates the cGaP indicators among 30 
relevant indicators. The tool is used to 
supplement the financial analysis of 
clients. Blueorchard’s intent is to use 
social performance data collected on Mfis 
for investment decisions and prioritiza-
tion. The main challenge lies in having 
clear definitions for indicators so that data 
can be comparable and benchmarked, 
while limiting the reporting burden for 
Mfis. after the pilot implementation 
stage, a further difficulty has been 
convincing Mfis of the importance of 
social performance management, and 
training them in appropriate data 
collection methods.

cécile laPenU presented the audit tool 
developed by ceriSe: social performance 
reporting is becoming more established 
among Mfis. now the question has risen 
how MiVs can also operate in a socially 
responsible manner. The tool ceriSe 
developed on this level needed to be 
compatible with other standards. 

indicators are designed around: 1) social 
performance in microfinance and 2) an 
eSG (environment-Social-Governance) 
framework for responsible investment. a 
special matrix of indicators on these two 
issues is designed which is currently being 
piloted with oikocredit. in the view of Ms. 
lapenu, working on social performance 
also improves financial services. This holds 
for Mfis as well as MiVs. Moreover, social 
performance tools can also help answer 
the critical questions that are arising more 
and more about microfinance.

emmanuelle JaVoY from Planet rating 
added that ratings are carried out for 
external approval and to compare MiVs or 
Mfis. Mfis have ratings conducted to 
improve their performance, but they are 
also an audit tool and as such mainly a 
requirement of investors. Most investors 
would like to know the actual social 
impact of their intervention. However, this 
is difficult and costly to measure and a lot 
of investors have now adopted the 
approach to measure the social perform-
ance of the institutions in which they 
invest, rather than their social impact. 
Planet rating social performance ratings 
provide detailed information about the 
way in which Mfis manage social 
performance. an Mfi is rated well when 
an organisation has social performance 
knowledge, reports properly on social 
issues and has good monitoring systems 
in place. 

Jürgen HaMMer explained how Grameen 
crédit agricole Microfinance foundation’s 
double bottom line directs its operations 
and is reflected in its tools and proce-
dures. its social performance tool is based 
on ceriSe’s SPi tool to avoid duplica-
tion and maximise the Mfi’s benefits in 
gathering and reporting social data. it 
is implemented in a two step approach, 
starting with the foundation’s diligence 
process. The partners then get another  
6 months to complete missing questions 
and their final report goes to the 
foundation, to ceriSe and into the MiX 
data base. The tool is also a guideline for 
the foundation itself when negotiating 
with potential future partners. it shows 
the Mfis the potential depth and 
dimensions of social performance, but is 
also a working tool as it gives them 
examples on how they can use and 
present data in different ways. The 
foundation uses its tool as a monitoring 
instrument. it is not an automated scoring 
that decides whether an Mfi will receive 

funding or not. in addition, it helps the 
foundation to define the correlation 
between financial performance and social 
performance. 

The speakers discussed that documenta-
tion of social performance is essential to 
defend the importance of microfinance. 
furthermore, Ms. leshner stressed the 
importance of education at Mfi and 
investor level, to create awareness about 
the multi-dimensional character of social 
performance. Mr. Hammer added that 
Mfis should see MiVs as partners, and the 
other way around. By addressing social 
performance MiVs contribute to further 
develop issues that are important for the 
stable development of the Mfis.

discussion

faced with the request to address more 
specifically social performance of MiVs, 
the speakers indicated that there is much 
to be done. Mr. Hammer discussed the 
importance of looking at MiV outreach 
investments, the portfolio offered (local 
currency, long term loans etc) and the 
additional benefits an MiV has for its 
partner Mfis. furthermore, it is important 
to keep in mind that MiVs are a very 
heterogeneous group, from commercial 
to nGos, with different missions and 
social performance perceptions. as such, 
it is important to be transparent and build 
capacities of MiV staff. 

another issue raised was whether MiVs 
reward social performance and whether 
investors pressure Mfi managers for social 
performance. This was indicated to be the 
case. for example, Blueorchard also looks 
at high social performance in funding 
decisions and gives price discounts when 
Mfis score high on social indicators. 
furthermore, Blueorchard launched a 
fund for remote areas. although it has 
lower returns on investments, they found 
their investors interested in such issues. in 
contrast to rewards, Ms. Javoy added that 
some MiVs are veering away from Mfis 
that do not heed such issues.

Daniel Dax concluded the session with the 
announcement that luxflaG will 
introduce a social criterion in 2010 that 
will become fully applicable as from 2011 
and it will launch a new label for certain 
themes of responsible investment funds in 
2010.
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worKSHoP: enVironMenT anD Microfinance

Moderator sebastian fritz-MorgEntHal (frankfurt School of finance & Management/concap)

speakers Erna karrEr-rüEdi (credit Suisse)

 noara kEbir (Microenergy)

 simonetta cHiodi / davide castEllani (University of Bergamo)

prEsEntations

erna Karrer-rüeDi’s presentation started 
with some insights about credit Suisse’s 
‘Base of the pyramid engagement, and 
how the firm is committed to functioning 
for the sound development of an 
economy as a link between those who 
provide capital and those who need to 
borrow. This core function is also at the 
heart of microfinance: capital providers as 
socially responsible investors and 
microfinance institutions reaching out to 
microentrepreneurs (underserved people 
who want to invest in potentially 
profitable projects of their choice). The 
microfinance sector so far focused mainly 
on social and financial impacts; in her 
view, a third dimension in microfinance is 
needed, namely the environment. Too 
many developments have been promoted 
ignoring the relevance of the environmen-
tal damage and related health issues, but 
also missing out on the many opportuni-
ties related to the environment, such as 
innovations and technologies. Mfis have 
the possibility to enhance environmental 
sustainability through the business and 
credit assessment procedure, while 
microentrepreneurs can improve their 
environment, increase margins through 
sustainable production (hence ecological 
products), and at the same time have 
lower expenses through the reduction of 
pesticide and fertilizer use. She gave 
examples of the Green Belt Movement, 
alternatives to kerosene lighting, and 
social entrepreneurship through green 
microenterprises. in her view, environ-
mental principles are easy to integrate in 

performance ratings, and the negligence 
so far is rather a question of mindset.

noara KeBir focused on the link between 
poverty and energy in relation to 
microfinance. The aim of Microenergy 
(www.microenergy-international.com) is 
to create win-win situations in dealing 
with inefficient technologies and high 
energy costs, of which she presented 
several examples. She mentioned that it is 
still difficult to implement such schemes 
through microfinance, as every Mfi has its 
own strategy. examples of possible 
schemes are: supporting existing 
businesses with better solutions (e.g. grid 
connection financing in Kenya); financing 
of a substitution process with energy-
efficient solutions (housing improve-
ments, solar, cooking stoves improve-
ments); and supporting other products 
through energy, for example in combina-
tion with micro-health insurance. 
Microenergy also deals with legal and 
policy aspects, in order to create an 
enabling environment for such schemes.

Simonetta cHioDi and Davide caSTel-
lani presented the results of their 
field-research on disaster risk manage-

ment among microfinance intermediaries. 
The aim of the research was to analyse 
strategies and come up with best 
practices. They explained about the set-up 
of the research, and about the variety of 
risks that the poor, being the usual 
clientele of Mfis, are exposed to as a 
result of natural and man-made disasters. 
it was found that the eleven Mfis 
interviewed in 4 different countries 
(Madagascar, Sudan, Sri lanka, ethiopia) 
have no particular strategies for disaster 
risk management, applying regular credit 
risk evaluations. Disasters are not 
anticipated, meaning there is no 3-phase 
strategy (before, during and after) for 
dealing with disasters. Mfis are mainly 
relying on emergency credits from donors 
to deal with such events. Traditional 
measures are diversification and loan 
rescheduling. 

They offered some ideas for better 
anticipating, facing and managing 
disasters, such as establishing emergency 
funds (including e.g. through remittanc-
es), staff training, technology and 
infrastructure, disaster and climate 
change monitoring (early warning 
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systems) and microinsurance and/or 
index-based insurance. They also 
advocated for joint action by public, 
private and microfinance actors to 
support the development of policies in 
this respect.

discussion

when asked how credit Suisse is 
implementing and monitoring the 
inclusion of environmental sustainability 
in its USD 900M portfolio, Ms. Karrer-
rüedi responded that they have started 
this process and that fund managers are 
now trained in this area. clients increas-
ingly ask for such triple bottom line 
approach, although it is difficult to 
estimate this percentagewise. a repre-
sentative from facet added that it 
developed similar tools (e.g. for fMo). 
These can be used for training loan 

officers, and contain simplified tools 
which can also be applied to SMes. cGaP 
asked Ms. Karrer-rüedi whether there is 
already due diligence in environmental 
principles, to which she replied that the 
indicators for this purpose have not yet 
been specifically incorporated. on iDDc’s 
question if there could be a need for 
more powerful tools such as legal 
systems, Ms. Karrer-rüedi believed more 
in an iterative process and power by 
demonstration. legislation is a cumber-
some process, needing more time. 

noara Kebir replied to a question on how 
they are financed and explained that they 
work mainly through microfinance 
channels, and that they are seen as 
pioneers in respect of energy financing. 
The challenges she is experiencing are 
related to practical matters in implemen-
tation, which may lead to cost increases. 
other challenges are related to value 

chains and client protection. when asked 
whether customer protection can be a 
vehicle for including environmental 
principles, Ms. Kebir answered that for 
her as an engineer it is difficult to say 
whether loan officers can make such 
decisions. frans Goossens of cordaid 
added that the inclusion of such principles 
needs further thinking on strategies, as 
this may not necessarily be a task of Mfis. 
Ms. Kebir mentioned that there is at least 
a good connection, as linking solar energy 
and microfinance is one of the most 
successful programmes. further discus-
sion evolved around microinsurance and 
disaster re-insurance, which was said to 
be difficult due to damage evaluation. 
wolfgang Bücker of GTZ said that Mfis 
should think of a finance tool for such 
risks, which would require proper risk 
management by banks and Mfis.

roUnD TaBle: foreiGn ownerSHiP of Mfis

Moderator sophie WiEsnEr (aDa)

panelists Massimo Vita (Microfinanza rating)

 kimanthi Mutua (K-rep Bank)

 Marc labiE (cerMi and University of Mons)

 Hugo coudErE (alterfin)

a study, undertaken by aDa and published 
in December 2009 as first aDa Discussion 
Paper, showed a marked increase in for-
eign ownership of Mfis. Sophie wieSner, 
of aDa, the moderator of this round table 
session, indicated how this raised several 
questions to be addressed by its panel-
lists. 

a first question is whether we can 
consider development without strong 
local ownership. Kimanthi MUTUa of 
K-rep Bank indicated that it can both be 
a threat and an opportunity. Transforma-
tions imply a pace and scale of organiza-
tion growth which can go beyond its 
capacity. local actors are often not able to 
supply necessary capital, but foreign 
funds are. a possibility is an iPo, but this 
can raise difficulties with adhering to the 
organization’s social mission.

Positive and negative aspects of foreign 
ownership were brought forward by the 
panel and were translated into a SwoT 

analysis. a first strength, associated with 
foreign ownership, is that the image of an 
Mfi can be enhanced, especially where 
local ownership is seen as suspicious. 
Secondly, a clear positive aspect is that 
Mfis can have access to more funds. 
associated with this is a third strength, 
that Mfis can have access to more best 
practices and capacities, also through 
global networks. They can also get more 
technical assistance.

in contrast, weaknesses of foreign 
ownership include the following: firstly, 
there can be difficulties with board 
meetings, both as regards their frequency 
and their associated costs. Secondly, 
foreign ownership can act against 
nationalist feelings and perceptions. 
Thirdly, international investors can lack 
knowledge of local customs and have 
limited access to local networks. a fourth 
weakness is the short and/or medium 
term investment view of many investors. 
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fifthly, board representatives of interna-
tional investors sometimes act more as 
portfolio managers of their funds, and as 
such can represent interests that collide 
with the interest of the Mfi. lastly, 
foreign ownership sometimes dilutes the 
role of founding members. 

opportunities would lie in local and na-
tional investment funds. in contrast, 
threats are that some foreign owners are 
only profit driven, and that foreign owner-
ship can affect local investment spirit and 
can lead to a weak local entrepreneurial 
structure. in conclusion, the issue of an iPo 
is very controversial, but if ownership and 
influence are well structured, management 
of its risks might be possible. 

The second and third questions raised 
were more related: in what sense should 
the ownership of a Mfi be a strategic con-
sideration of a foreign investor, and, how 
is the participation actually managed? 

Before examing this question Hugo 
coUDerÉ, of alterfin, raised a critical 
note on the aDa study. He indicated that 
not all Mfis are open to foreign owner-
ship, for example cooperatives. The 
development of good local ownership is 
important, also to protect the Mfi’s 
mission. This should be the main issue. 
The main task of a board member should 
thus be to protect the mission, and not to 
protect the fund he represents. The 
interest of all stakeholders in the Mfi 
should be respected, which also includes 
the interests of clients and staff, next to 
capital. Mr. couderé added that alterfin 
does not invest in equity when a possible 
conflict of interest may arise. Therefore, it 
has a policy of not investing in more than 
one Mfi per country (as a shareholder) or 
if it does these Mfis should operate in 
distinct regions.

with reference to the fourth question 
raised, whether to consider local 
ownership as a social performance 
indicator, Massimo ViTa of Microfinanza 
rating stated that this is difficult. Some 
investors want only financial returns, 
while others are also sensitive to social 
issues. This holds true for both local and 
foreign investors. furthermore, there are 
many examples of foreign investors 
playing a positive role in social perform-
ance, for example Kfw who helps to 
structure banks in eastern europe, or 
rabobank doing the same in africa. These 
actions were taken in situations where 
local investors were not interested. 

Marc laBie of cerMi and the University 
of Mons added additional positive aspects 
of foreign ownership: its influence on 
management and its big potential to 
recapitalize. However, although increas-
ingly formalized, the influence of a board 
is sometimes overestimated. in contrast, 
foreign investment can lead to mission 
drift and similarity in products between 
Mfis, a volatility of investment and, finally, 
foreign exchange risks. 

More attention should be concentrated 
on the Mfis mission for the formulation 
of clear shareholder agreements. The 
panellists proposed an e-MfP action 
group to research these subjects. Topics 
for next year could be diversification of 
ownership of Mfis, a transformation to 
banks and codes of conduct for (foreign) 
owners. The session was closed with an 
invitation to continue the discussion at: 
discussion.ada@microfinance.lu.

an email debate on the subject of foreign 
ownership of Mfis will be held on the 9th, 
10th and 11th March 2010, as well as on 
the 16th, 17th and 18th March 2010. People 
can register for the debate by sending an 
email to: discussion.ada@microfinance.lu. 
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worKSHoP: MoBile PHone BanKinG

Moderator arvind asHta (Burgundy School of Business)

speakers thierno sEck (Planet finance)

 francesc prior sanz (ieSe)

 Xavier MoMMEns replacing Jean pouit (MyTransfer)

prEsEntations

The moderator, arvind aSHTa started the 
mobile banking workshop by making a 
distinction between the institutional and 
technical aspects of mobile banking. 
furthermore, he indicated that mobile 
banking is probably the future of 
microcredit in africa, as at least 40% of 
the population in africa has access to 
mobile phones, much higher than the 
population having access to banking 
services. 

Thierno SecK of Planet finance gave 
insight into the practical aspects of mobile 
banking by presenting a case study on 
how to deploy a mobile banking program 
for Mfis in western africa. This program, 
sponsored by orange, the Bill & Melinda 
Gates foundation and Planet finance is  
to roll out innovative mobile banking 
programs in Mali, Senegal and ivory coast 
within two years. currently the project is 
halfway and Mr. Seck shared some of his 
experiences. Some of the issues he 
addressed were Mfis often not being 
ready for mobile banking solutions for 
different reasons (governance concerns, 

management information systems (MiS) 
insufficiencies) and telecom operators 
finding it difficult to provide a credible 
business case to Mfis. However, examples 
in eastern africa, such as M-Pesa in Kenya 
show it is possible.

francesc Prior SanZ argued that mobile 
banking is the way forward to expand 
financial services for the poor. He first 
reviewed factors which explained the lack 
of access to financial services, indicating 
that mobile banking could be the solution 
to these. firstly, prices are too high as a 
result of a lack of credible business 
models and competition. in contrast, 
prepaid instruments can act as low cost 
bank accounts. Secondly, distribution 
networks remain limited because 
traditional banking branches are too 
costly in many areas. in comparison, the 
costs for mobile users are insignificant. 
Thirdly, credit risk analysis methodologies 
are not adapted to informal economies. 
fourthly, in many countries the regulatory 
framework severely limits the financial 
sector as does for example regulation on 
e-money in the Maghreb and latin 
american countries. when applying a 
good regulatory framework on e-money 
this can be solved, as is shown in europe 
and the US. finally, there is a lack of trust 
in the financial system. in conclusion he 
argued that the lack of access to financial 
services is mostly the result of supply 
inefficiencies, which mobile banking 
could most likely solve. 

Xavier MoMMenS also indicated that 
mobile banking is a potential revolution. 
The mobile penetration in africa is 
expected to increase from 40% in 2008 
to 70% in 2012. Mobile banking is often 
criticized for its potential risks. However, 
considering the circumstances in africa, 
for example that many africans do not 
have iDs, these risks are relative because 
the mobile number of someone may be 
the only way to identify him/her. as a 
minority of africans have access to 
banking services and a majority have 

access to mobile phones (and coverage  
is up to 90% in certain countries/areas), 
mobile banking could potentially be the 
way forward for unbanked populations. 
Mobile banking saves Mfi clients time and 
transport costs, saves the Mfi time and 
administration costs, provides reliable and 
timely data and reduces the likelihood of 
fraud. furthermore, it reshapes financial 
transactions and thereby reduces 
distribution costs. 

discussion

one of the questions raised was whether 
there is any proof that operational costs 
have gone down and Mr. Prior Sanz 
replied this is the case in the eU. Most 
progress was achieved with prepaid 
instruments. 

also discussed were processes of 
deregulation which are still ongoing.  
Mr. Seck underlined the importance  
of regulation (existing framework or 
flexibility of the banking authorities),  
since he would not be able to deploy 
mobile banking solutions if a regulatory 
framework had not been adopted in the 
countries where he was operating. 

During the discussion it became clear that 
mobile banking is simply another channel 
to deliver financial services. However, it is 
a channel with lower costs and a channel 
that is within reach for millions who are 
currently unbanked. 
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worKSHoP: TranSParencY anD SUPerViSion in Microfinance

Moderator Yves MatHiEu (aTTf)

speakers oliver oEHri (centre for Social and Sustainable Products (cSSP) aG)

 Joost dE la riVE boX/sonja Van dE EiJk (Microned)

 niclaus bErgMann (German Savings Bank foundation)

 kimanthi Mutua (K-rep Bank/african Microfinance Transparency, aMT)

prEsEntations

oliver oeHri started his presentation by 
explaining that it is important to think in 
terms of systems, not just single value 
chains when thinking of microfinance 
investments. The Microfinance risk 
navigator which cSSP developed allows 
for analysis of vertical and horizontal risk 
factors in the chain. correct and complete 
information is needed to make good 
decisions and avoid misallocation of 
resources and liquidity problems. He 
pointed to the issue of bounded rational-
ity: rationality of individuals being limited 
by their level of information. The quality 
of a strategy will depend on matching an 
investment opportunity set with the right 
expectations and liquidity management. 
Different strategies are needed to avoid 
creating investment bubbles, and 
responsible investing is a long-term 
commitment. in this respect, an important 
question is what to do with profits: are 
these for shareholders or for re-invest-
ments, such as in technical assistance 
through a foundation?

The MicroScore scanning tool presented 
by Microned works with a graduation 
principle: starting at the bottom of the 
pyramid it assesses gradual upward 
mobility of the Mfi in relation to capacity 
building. The underlying notion is that 
social investors look for social returns 
rather than profits, hence the challenge 
was to develop a transparent graduation 
rating tool to allow for investments in 
capacity building. The MicroScore tool has 
nine rates, which are in line with most 
rating agencies: emerging (1-3), develop-
ing (4-6) and mature (7-9). There are 
scores for governance, institutional 
services, social performance management 
and financial performance. in addition to 
being an annual monitoring tool, an 
overall performance graduation assess-
ment can be made by the funding 
organisation after three to five years.

niclaus BerGMann described the fast 
growing challenges of Mfis, especially for 
those focussing on outreach rather than 
sustainability. He observed growing 
competition between Mfis as well as 
between socially oriented donors and 
profit oriented MiVs. according to him 
the global crisis has led to problems in 
repayments, a reduction in remittances 
and exchange rate risks. Because of 
increased portfolio at risk, fields of action 
for Mfis are: improving quality, being 
more selective by valuing quality above 
outreach, and using a mix of currencies 
and durations of funding. risk manage-
ment must always be a priority, for which 
professional staff is needed. He advocated 
for cooperation among Mfis as an 
alternative to growth or mergers, and 
setting up service-oriented networks (e.g. 
associations) to achieve economies of 
scale, reducing costs and risks. large Mfis 
have to develop into professional and 
formalized microfinance banks. Profitabil-
ity and social objectives are no contradic-
tion; there is no microfinance without a 
social objective, so the challenge is to 

combine social objectives and banking 
professionalism.

Kimanthi MUTUa explained that 
microfinance developed in a rather 
permissive environment, which over the 
years had to become more transparent. 
aMT worked with aDa on this issue by 
establishing a support group to achieve 
efficiency and transparency among 
african Mfis through dialogue and 
mutual support. The aim is to reinforce 
credibility by providing standardised and 
transparent information, and to use 
microfinance ratings to promote the 
growth and professionalization of african 
Mfis. Some additional activities are: 
investor’s fairs, awareness-raising 
workshops on ratings, a website hosting 
the executive summaries of members’ 
rating reports, and transversal analytical 
studies concerning the performance of 
members. challenges mentioned are to 
promote a balanced, open and competi-
tive market for ratings, and to encourage 
a larger number of african Mfis to be 
rated and thus establish an institutional 
culture of transparency.
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discussion

The questions and discussions focused on 
strategy and risk management, not only 
in relation to transparency but also to 
upward mobility in the pyramid. Mr. oehri 
demonstrated this in a schematic drawing 
showing the relations between investors, 
MiVs, Mfis and micro-entrepreneurs. one 
question pertained to the emphasis on 
rating rather than on regulations. cSSP 
replied that the preference would be for 
market-driven codes of conduct rather 
than government rules. wolfgang Bücker 
of GTZ mentioned that both are needed 
for sustainability, yet the mixed reactions 
from the audience made it clear that 
although there is consensus on the need 
for both, a balance needs to be main-
tained. Mr. Mutua summarised this by 
saying that it is a process for the institu-

tions, in which internal control systems 
play an important role. Hence it is an 
operation where rating institutions also 
have to prove their role in producing true 
and proper risk assessment, and where 
competent people are needed to review 
and assess ratings and risk management 
in order to arrive at the right balance in 
transparency.

roUnD TaBle: inVeSTMenT oPPorTUniTieS  
in coMMercial MicroinSUrance

Moderator Edvardas buMstEinas (european investment Bank/e-MfP)

panelists craig cHurcHill (Microinsurance network)

 gary HErbErt (leapfrog investments)

 philippe riVEs (Planet Guarantee) 

 steve coffEY (Microensure)

panEl prEsEntations

edvardas BUMSTeinaS, moderator, 
argued that investment opportunities in 
commercial microinsurance just might be 
the way forward to open perspectives 
beyond the crisis. 

craig cHUrcHill gave a short introduc-
tion on the various players involved in the 
provision of insurance to low-income 
households, including insurers, reinsurers 
and Mfis, who sometimes work together 
and sometimes act separately (depending 
on the circumstances). He presented the 
findings of a recent landscape study of 
microinsurance in africa conducted by the 
ilo where they found more than 12 
million persons covered by life and funeral 
insurance, but health and agriculture-
related microinsurance products have not 
yet taken off. finally, Mr. churchill 
pointed out some trends in microinsur-
ance: increasing importance of corporate 

social responsibility, a growing microinsur-
ance market, an increase in the number 
of distribution channels (not just Mfis), 
more emphasis on education about 
insurance and an increased interest from 
policy makers and regulators.

Gary HerBerT of leapfrog investments, 
which recently received significant 
funding from the european investment 
Bank, was about to sign their first 
investment deal with alllife, a South 
african company which offers life 
insurance to HiV-positive individuals. 
leapfrog is looking to invest in insurance 
companies or companies which play a 
role in the distribution of insurances and 
which serve or could potentially serve low 
income or financially excluded sections of 
the population. They target their 
investments (USD 5 to 10 million) to 
africa and asia and expect their portfolio 
companies to reach a significant and 
sustainable scale of operations within five 
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years. leapfrog aims at exiting from these 
investments within four to seven years. 

Planet Guarantee’s Philip riVeS intro-
duced its shareholders (Planet finance, 
Mederic Malakoff, Hannover re, cardif 
and finarea) and the aim of Planet 
Guarantee as a microinsurance broker  
to protect low income families, borrowers 
and Mfis. Mr. rives discussed a feasibility 
study on an index-based crop insurance 
scheme which is designed to protect 
cotton farmers against crop losses caused 
by natural disasters. This project is 
supported by the international labour 
organization and the africa enterprise 
challenge fund. furthermore, Planet 
Guarantee is working on mobile banking 
and crop insurance in Sri lanka in order 
to distribute microinsurance products in 
an innovative and cost-efficient way. 

finally, Steve coffeY of Microensure,  
an entrepreneur by heart, succeeded in 
introducing a complicated microinsurance 

product, health insurance, in india, in a 
for-profit sustainable way. Through this 
insurance scheme it is possible to obtain 
health insurance for USD 10 per year, 
which provides the insured coverage of 
USD 500. currently they are rolling out to 
1.7 million families. Microensure uses an 
Mfi as front office, but management and 
Third Party administration (TPa) are done 
by Microensure. The insurance is on a 
cashless basis, with a focus on checking 
for fraud. Mr. coffey sees investment 
opportunities in cell captives, Mfis and 
healthy clients.

discussion

Steve coffey was asked how to arrange 
good health service, without receiving too 
many claims. He explained that when 
somebody has been brought to a 
hospital, there is always a danger of 
patients receiving services they do not 

need. Therefore, the hospital is punctually 
informed that the patient is insured, but 
certain conditions are attached, for 
example that only generic medicine can 
be used. 

Mr. Prior Sanz of ieSe asked the speakers 
whether synergies exist between Mfis and 
microinsurers. Gary Herbert replied that 
this depends on the infrastructure in 
place, but if the infrastructure allows it, 
considerably efficiency is possible. 
However, microinsurance should not by 
definition be offered by Mfis. Mr. 
churchill underlined that Mfis can be an 
important distribution channel for 
microinsurance products and stressed the 
importance of cross-selling for Mfis. all 
speakers agreed that large insurers are 
not capable of downsizing to microinsur-
ance. Mr. coffey added that an Mfi 
introducing insurance products has a 
larger chance of becoming successful 
than a new insurer entering the market.

Xavier Mommens did not see much 
development of index-based insurances. 
He wondered how the speakers consid-
ered their chances. The speakers agreed 
that these kinds of insurance products are 
highly complicated and therefore need 
more time to develop than life insurance. 
However, the market for these insurance 
products is growing and will keep on 
doing so. furthermore, much is expected 
from new satellite technologies with 
which for example the severity of damage 
in drought-stricken areas can be assessed 
and the decision whether to pay out or 
not can be made in a transparent way. 

finally, craig churchill concluded that 
microinsurance has a significant potential, 
but still has to be developed. whereas 
microfinance is a fast train, microinsur-
ance is a local train that stops at every 
station, but will get there eventually.
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roUnD TaBle: iS Microfinance on THe riGHT TracK?

Moderator Matthias adlEr (Kfw)

panelists sébastien duQuEt (PlaniS/e-MfP)

 Marc roEscH (ciraD)

 Hans dieter sEibEl on behalf of Malcolm HarpEr (M-cril)

 cécile kollEr (responsability)

panEl prEsEntations 

recent years have seen an increasing 
number of questions being raised about 
whether microfinance is on the right 
track. Problems such as aggressive sales 
practices, consumer lending and 
over-indebtedness are damaging its 
reputation. on the other hand, might 
expectations be too high? is microfinance 
an economic or above all a social tool? 
and if microfinance is off-track, what can 
e-MfP members do?

according to cécile Koller of responsa-
bility, the microfinance community is 
characterized by very engaged and 
committed stakeholders willing to 
exchange views on existing challenges 
and to learn. a positive feature of the 
crisis is that it challenges stakeholders to 
ask questions and makes them aware of 
the necessity of regulation and credit 
bureaus, fair returns and client protection. 
on the other hand, investors with solely 
financial motivations will remain impor-
tant to the microfinance sector, but e-MfP 

members are capable of facing them and 
engaging in discussion. Moreover, 
stakeholders should be clear about the 
chances of failure.

Mark roeScH of ciraD stated that 
microfinance should address issues at the 
level of the family, not just of the Mfi. The 
drive for sustainability can have negative 
effects on household wellbeing of which 
he gave several examples. after 5 years of 
microfinance only 5 to 10% of clients 
notably improved their livelihoods. 
However, it remains a challenge to 
distinguish between productive and 
consumer lending. increasing competition 
drives Mfis to increase their scale, 
therefore enlarging their loan portfolio, 
and be less particular about what is done 
with the loan. This is difficult to fight as 
Mfis can receive good social ratings while 
continuing to hide bad practices. neither 
are credit bureaus a watertight solution as 
they cannot incorporate lending outside 
formal channels.

Hans Dieter SeiBel presented for Malcolm 
HarPer of M-cril who is worried about 
the wal-Mart type business microfinance 

has become, with big profits which 
attracts equity to grow more. Poor people 
need savings facilities more than they 
need to be further indebted, with all the 
associated negative consequences, as has 
happened in the developed world. He 
suggested closing non-performing Mfis, 
or transforming them into functioning 
Mfis, and not simply supporting them just 
to keep them functioning as is too 
common at present. it is more profitable 
for large Mfis to finance themselves with 
bulk loans from international financial 
institutions rather than with small savings 
from the poor; this is not the route to 
building socially sustainable and locally 
responsible institutions. Moreover, 
funding from donors and investors should 
be limited as these prevent people from 
saving. The basis of banking is savings, 
not debt.

Sébastien DUQUeT of PlaniS stressed that 
over-indebtedness is neither new nor easy 
to rule out. according to him the drive for 
profitability is not the cause of over-
indebtedness but group lending practices 
can be. it was mentioned in the past that 
individual and consumer lending were the 
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worKSHoP: Microfinance PlUS

Moderator bart dE bruYnE (TriaS)

speakers Michaël knautE (acTeD/oXUS)

 gregory doucEt (iDDc)

 Hugh allEn (access africa)

prEsEntations

Bart De BrUYne of TriaS moderated this 
session. He introduced Michaël KnaUTe 
who presented the contribution of 
acTeD/oXUS. acTeD is one of france’s 
main nGo’s and created oXUS, an MiV, in 
2005, while acTeD continued to be 
active in microfinance more from its 
background of relief, rehabilitation and 
development. The acTeD-oXUS 
partnership evolved from humanitarian 
disaster via emergency and development 
to development and microfinance. There 
are three stages where the organizations 
complement each other. The first stage is 
that acTeD introduces microcredit 
components in its humanitarian projects. 
in the second stage acTeD transfers its 
microfinance activities to oXUS. in very 
vulnerable areas, acTeD still has 
microfinance activities when the regula-

main causes of over indebtedness, but 
PlaniS analysis is that group lending 
practitioners do not always analyze the 
credit risk of the clients the way they 
should. The size of the Mfis is not a 
criterion for mission drift of Mfis; some 

big Mfis have very good social perform-
ance records. it is the responsibility of all 
stakeholders to put a halt to over-indebt-
edness through coordination, in some 
markets reducing the number of small 
Mfis, setting up and strengthening 

appropriate regulation and credit bureaus 
and focus more on social performance 
management. The idea that access to 
financial services takes precedent over the 
conditions in which this happens has 
proven wrong: the condition of the access 
to credits are as important as the access 
itself. This should be changed, and 
practitioners should only expect modest 
impacts of microfinance.

clients should also have a stake in the 
Mfi, through savings. The role of the 
investor should shift to promoting savings 
and invest where a shortage of savings 
exists. institutions should become 
independent in 5 to 10 years. The 
sequence should be from equity to 
savings to debt financing. 

Hans Dieter Seibel added a final critical 
note. one of the problems of savings is 
the flight of savings to urban areas with 
higher returns on loans instead of 
investing these locally. also, in remote 
areas over-indebtedness exists because of 
very limited opportunities to invest.
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tory, political, or socio-economic environ-
ment is insufficient to provide services 
through oXUS. in the last stage acTeD 
and oXUS are partners. acTeD works 
with people below the poverty line, oXUS 
with those above. Their operations in 
Kyrgyzstan provide a good example. 

The challenges of the acTeD-oXUS 
partnership are: the geographical disper-
sion of target groups in remote areas, the 
difference in methodology of the two 
organizations, and the income difference 
between acTeD and oXUS clients which 
can complicate transition of clients. The 
audience questioned whether it is 
confusing for beneficiaries to first get 
grants and then get loans? Mr. Knaute 
replied that it is actually a very good 
combination. when you are transparent as 
an organisation, people understand the 
process.

Gregory DoUceT presented iDDc, a 
consortium of 24 nGos supporting access 
of people with disabilities to mainstream 
microfinance. figures show how important 
these groups are. 10 to 12% of the world’s 
population faces an impairing disability 
and 82% of them live below the poverty 
line due to inadequate income earning 
opportunities and social security. Due to 

limited access to employment most are 
self-employed. However, they are 
insufficiently served by Mfis due to 
discrimination by Mfis and self-exclusion 
by the target group themselves. although 
service levels are low, awareness is 
increasing. Moreover, stakeholders 
increasingly link social factors to the 
physical factors of disability. Disability is not 
only a physical state and other factors (e.g. 
environment) play an equally important 
role in the response to disability. 

To improve access for this group, Mfis can 
improve their communication material, 
make branch offices accessible, recruit 
disabled people and sensitise staff, use 
success stories and existing clients who 
are disabled to promote potentials, offer 
group incentives for including disabled 
members, provide bonuses to loan 
officers reaching out to disabled people. 
in addition, partnerships with organiza-
tions working with disabled populations 
can facilitate these processes, which is 
also the reason why the Microfinance for 
all alliance was created. organisations 
are therefore invited to join the alliance. 

faced with the question how Mfis 
respond to the initiative in practice, Mr. 
Doucet indicated that their first reaction is 
usually positive, but this does not 
translate into action. Therefore, compre-
hensive coaching needs to be offered to 
the Mfis.

Hugh allen from access africa elabo-
rated on community managed microfi-
nance organisations. assumptions which 
exist about the financial behaviour of 
poor people need readjustment. for 
example, research data show that the 

poor do not prefer borrowing from formal 
institutions. Many actually cannot be 
reached by these institutions. That is why 
access africa is working with village 
savings and loan associations (VSla’s). 
These are small, autonomous and 
informal groups, managed by members 
who invest in a fund from which they 
themselves can borrow. VSla’s provide 
very high returns on investments for 
members when the funds are paid out to 
them after a cycle terminates. Groups 
retain their capital and profits for their 
communities. The concept has proven 
successful in practice, due to simple 
administrative, transparency, and safety 
principles. almost 3 million people are 
now saving and borrowing through 
VSla’s, of which 60,000 are in the access 
africa programme.

discussion

During the discussion further attention 
was given to the VSla model. asked 
about its disadvantages, Mr. allen 
answered that the distribution of savings 
after each cycle poses a security risk, and 
groups need to start anew. Still, Hugh 
allen is in favour of keeping the model 
limited to the VSla format, and does not 
promote transformation into formal 
organisations. More formalised groups are 
an instrument for exploitation. That is why 
in the VSla model there is a focus on 
governance and as group members know 
each other, repayment rates remain high.

However, even if groups pay out all funds 
after each cycle the model can be 
sustainable as many members start a new 
cycle. after the first cycle the capacity of 
members has been increased substantially. 
This is also the basis for the implementing 
organization to exit. The most capable 
people from the trained groups can then 
train additional groups, and get paid and 
supervised by the implementing organiza-
tion. The implementer should not work 
with groups for longer than one year. 
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cloSinG PlenarY: “MoVinG forwarD...”

Moderator cécile lapEnu (ceriSe/e-MfP)

speakers Marc bicHlEr (Director for Development cooperation, Ministry of foreign affairs, luxembourg)

 plutarchos sakEllaris (Vice-President european investment Bank)

 teshome daYEsso (Buusaa Gonofaa)

cécile laPenU, provided the main conclu-
sions of the european Microfinance week 
2009 in her speech and the most impor-
tant were:

it is still too early to indicate the full •	
impact of the credit crisis for the mi-
crofinance industry. 
initial observations that can be made •	
are:

The impact is different from region o 
to region, from country to country 
and even from Mfi to Mfi within 
countries. The results are particu-
larly severe in countries that also 
face a food crisis
Many Mfis, particularly savings-o 
based ones, appear to show robust 
resilience capacity
MiVs are still able to raise and in-o 
vest large amounts of capital
remittance volumes have notably o 
dropped
Unsustainable growth (independent o 
from the crisis) has made the sector 
more vulnerable

The credit crisis calls for rethinking of •	
coping strategies:

The role of governments in microfi-o 
nance
Strengthening appropriate regula-o 
tory frameworks whilst allowing for 
flexibility
Protection of savings and deposits o 
and appropriate risk management 
strategies as a 7th principle of client 
protection
risk management for new types of o 
risks (e.g. for over-indebtedness)
Draw the lessons from the crisis:  o 
be responsible, innovative – not 
‘business as usual’

as regards rural microfinance specifically, 
she mentioned that;

there exists a widely felt need that •	
microfinance is to make more work  
of rural finance,
various initiatives were presented that •	
are moving towards value chain finance,
there is a strong call for attention to •	
target the most vulnerable popula-
tions, and to keep the food crisis on 
the agenda.

realizing growth whilst reducing risks 
requires innovative approaches and  
Mr. SaKellariS focused on the way  
forward in his speech. next to the redis-
covery of savings as a source of funding, 
the private sector must continue to play 
its vital role in financing the sector. Both 
need adequate regulatory and supervisory 
frameworks, but social empowerement 
should not be ignored either. responsible 
finance is also about reaching the poorest 
and most vulnerable clients, and doing so 
while incorporating client protection 
mechanisms. The use of technology is 
indispensable in achieving the goal of 
universal access to financial services,  
including developments in mobile bank-
ing, peer-to-peer lending and remittances 
systems. Mr. Sakellaris emphasised one 
guiding principle, that of responsible 
finance. The financial crisis has taught  
us that no business large or small can be 
built on a sustainable basis if it deviates 
from ethical, moral and social standards.

Teshome DaYeSSo shared some experi-
ences from africa. Microfinance on the 
continent has made dramatic progress 
over the last decade, but this achievement 
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was not inclusive of poor households and 
rural parts of africa. The focus on sustain-
ability has demonstrated that the poor are 
better served by sustainable institutions. 
at the same time, it marginalized agricul-
ture and the rural economy on grounds of 
high risks. This remains an important area 

of concern for microfinance to achieve a 
more equitable development. 

The poor can be served better when they 
have more options to choose from. But 
this also entails a danger of over-indebt-
edness by borrowing from multiple lend-

ers. Such risks are serious in most develop-
ing countries of sub-Saharan africa where 
the financial infrastructure is quite weak 
or limited. This requires investment in 
financial infrastructure such as a system of 
national identification, credit bureaus, etc. 

Mr. BicHler thanked all those involved in 
the organization of european Microfi-
nance week and who had contributed to 
making the event such a great success. 
He reconfirmed the commitment of the 
luxembourgish Government to continue 
its support of the inclusive financial sector, 
combining the staunch involvement of 
the Development cooperation with the 
strength of the luxembourg financial 
sector.

Mr. Bichler thanked all the participants for 
attending and encouraged them to work 
together and transform the ideas of the 
past week into concrete actions which 
would impact in the field. He invited ev-
eryone to return to european Microfi-
nance week in november 2010 and fol-
low up on the debates, discussions and 
initiatives of 2009.
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list of participants
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first naME last naME coMpanY/institution countrY

Marion BUr aDa luxembourg

elise GUZierowicZ aDa luxembourg

Juliana HaMZari aDa luxembourg

Ming-Yee HSU aDa luxembourg

Quentin lecUYer aDa luxembourg

Patrick loScH aDa luxembourg

Benjamin MacKaY aDa luxembourg

wendy MeDrano-laZo aDa luxembourg

Marilène oBerlin aDa luxembourg

emma PaUl aDa luxembourg

Magali PaUlUS aDa luxembourg

Paul SUrreaUX aDa luxembourg

luc VanDeweerD aDa luxembourg

robert waGener aDa luxembourg

Sophie wieSner aDa luxembourg

axel De Ville aDa / e-MfP luxembourg

rim De laBoUcHere aga Khan agency for Microfinance Switzerland

aliyah eSMail aga Khan agency for Microfinance Switzerland

inshan KanJi aga Khan agency for Microfinance Switzerland

aude PenenT agence française de Développement france

Xavier HeUDe aide au Vietnam, asbl luxembourg

rüdiger MeiSTer akademie Deutscher Genossenschaften aDG Germany

olivier Too allen & overy luxembourg luxembourg

Hugo coUDere alTerfin cVBa Belgium

Sofie DeSMeT alTerfin cVBa Belgium

Koenraad VerHaGen anthos / amsterdam and argidius foundation The netherlands

Hendrik Jan De BrUiJn aSa international The netherlands

filipa PiMenTa aSa international The netherlands

Daniel Van Maanen aSa international The netherlands

Mila MercaDo-BUnKer aSHi The Philippines

Yves MaTHieU aTTf - luxembourg luxembourg

Josée THYeS aTTf - luxembourg luxembourg

Patrick walleranD aTTf - luxembourg luxembourg

agus racHMaDi Bank rakyat indonesia indonesia

lawrence GHeSQUiere Belgian Development cooperation Belgium

Gregory BeHin BGl BnP Paribas luxembourg

Juri Mara Bio Belgium

eric SUTTor Bio Belgium

Barbara KleinJoHann BK financial advisors Germany

Herman aBelS Blue rhino The netherlands

Peter-Paul laarHUiS Blue rhino The netherlands

anna lenTinK Blue rhino The netherlands

Bert-Jan oTTenS Blue rhino The netherlands

David De MarTin Blueorchard finance S.a. Switzerland

Jean-Pierre KlUMPP Blueorchard finance S.a. Switzerland

Sarah leHSner Blueorchard finance S.a. Switzerland

isabelle MaaG Blueorchard finance S.a. Switzerland

Geert rooSen Blueorchard finance S.a. Switzerland

Bernard coUPeZ BnP Paribas france

emmanuel De lUTZel BnP Paribas france

claudie Marini BnP Paribas france

Marie-anne De VillePin BnP Paribas fortis Belgium

Jan BerGManS BrS - Belgian raiffeisen foundation Belgium

Kurt MoorS BrS - Belgian raiffeisen foundation Belgium

Bert oPDeBeecK BrS - Belgian raiffeisen foundation Belgium
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first naME last naME coMpanY/institution countrY

arvind aSHTa Burgundy School of Business france

isabelle DeMaY Burgundy School of Business france

Teshome DaYeSSo Buusaa Gonofaa ethiopia

Zoe De Beer cambridge University United Kingdom

Yvonne PearSe cambridge University United Kingdom

Susanne lUDwiG care Deutschland Germany

frederic HaUPerT care luxembourg a.s.b.l. luxembourg

Suzan DerVari central Bank of the republic of Kosovo Kosovo

Betty waMPfler cerise luxembourg

cécile laPenU cerise / e-MfP luxembourg

Marc laBie cerMi - Université de Mons Belgium

ludovic UrGeGHe cerMi - Université de Mons Belgium

Marion alleT cerMi - Université libre de Bruxelles Belgium

Marek HUDon cerMi - Université libre de Bruxelles Belgium

eric DUfloS cGaP france

Mayada el-ZoGHBi cGaP france

Jasmina GliSoVic-MeZiereS cGaP france

alexia laTorTUe cGaP france

Meritxell MarTineZ cGaP france

Xavier reille cGaP france

Daouda SawaDoGo cif Burkina faso

Marc roeScH ciraD france

francis PeDrini ciTi luxembourg

Davide TaSSi ciTi luxembourg

David leYSSenS close the Gap Belgium

Giovanni nicola PeS comitato nazionale per il Microcredito italy

Sebastian friTZ-MorGenTHal concap connective capital / fSfM Germany

wendi li concap connective capital / fSfM Germany

Stefan TilcH concap connective capital / fSfM Germany

irina iGnaTieVa concern worldwide ireland

Bonnie BrUSKY consultant france

elizabeth eilor consultant Uganda

Xavier MoMMenS consultant Belgium

Maren ricHTer consultant Germany

Gauke anDrieSSe cordaid The netherlands

Marc BreiJ cordaid The netherlands

frans GooSSenS cordaid The netherlands

Sonja Van Der eiJK cordaid The netherlands

erna Karrer-rüeDi crédit Suisse Switzerland

Slim TUrKi crP Henri Tudor luxembourg

oliver oeHri cSSP - center for Social and Sustainable Products aG liechtenstein

Deogratias aSSeY Daima Tujiwezestre fourndation (DfT) Tanzania ltd Tanzania

ole Dahl raSMUSSen Danchurchaid Denmark

Jean-luc neYenS Degroof Gestion institutionnelle - luxembourg luxembourg

angus KirK DfiD United Kingdom

célestin MUrenGeZi DG europeaid co-operation office - european commission Belgium

Jérôme froiSSarT Direction de la coopération internationale Monaco

christoph PaUScH e-MfP luxembourg

niamh waTTerS e-MfP luxembourg

aurelie DaGneaUX eMP Belgium

essma Ben HaMiDa enda inter arabe Tunisia

camille MoUreaUX entrepreneurs du Monde france

franck renaUDin entrepreneurs du Monde france

antonique KoninG eU/acP Microfinance Programme/cGaP Belgium

emmanuel MoYarT eU/acP Microfinance Programme/cGaP france
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first naME last naME coMpanY/institution countrY

Stefania Zaninello european commission Belgium

Thomas Seale european fund administration luxembourg

Maria chiara aMaDori european investment Bank luxembourg

isabelle caBoS european investment Bank luxembourg

Geoffrey frewer european investment Bank luxembourg

Marie JacQUeSSon european investment Bank luxembourg

Perrine PoUGeT european investment Bank luxembourg

Plutarchos SaKellariS european investment Bank Vice-President luxembourg

edvardas BUMSTeinaS european investment Bank / e-MfP luxembourg

eva SanZ european Master in Microfinance - Solvay Business School Belgium

Philippe GUicHanDUT european Microfinance network (eMn) france

David HarleMan european Microfinance Program Belgium

Marie waTeleT european Microfinance Program Belgium

Bram PeTerS european Microfinance Program / De Timp consulting Belgium

antonina TelePina european Microfinance Programme / western Union Belgium

faisel raHMan fair finance / eMn United Kingdom

Peter PlaTan finnfund finland

Maria cristina neGro fondazione Giordano Dell’amore italy

Jean louis GUarniero frankfurt School of finance & Management Germany

Sabine SieBenBrocK frankfurt School of finance & Management Germany

Jennifer ScHnaUfer friedrich-alexander-Universität erlangen-nürnberg Germany

Diana corDeS Gfa consulting Group GmbH Germany

Jürgen HaMMer Grameen credit agricole Microfinance foundation luxembourg

Thierry MaroTine Grameen credit agricole Microfinance foundation luxembourg

Jean-luc Perron Grameen credit agricole Microfinance foundation luxembourg

Julien SciaU Grameen credit agricole Microfinance foundation luxembourg

Karin BarleT GreT france

wolfgang BücKer GTZ Germany

Torsten ScHlinK GTZ Germany

Tesfaye BefeKaDU aSfaw Harbu Microfinance insitution ethiopia

Julie riJPenS Hec Management School - University of liège Belgium

Jeremy HaJDenBerG i&P etudes et conseil france

Ben niJKaMP icco The netherlands

florian BernDT icon-inSTiTUT Germany

Saski MeYnHarDT icon-inSTiTUT Private Sector Germany

Sonja reinHarDT icon-inSTiTUT Private Sector Germany

Hervé BernarD iDDc Belgium

Grégory DoUceT iDDc Belgium

francesc Prior SanZ ieSe Business School Spain

anton SiManowiTZ imp-act United Kingdom

loïc De canniÈre incofin investment Management Belgium

rita Van Den aBBeel incofin investment Management Belgium

christiane BUrrell innPacT sàrl luxembourg

Moya connellY innPacT sàrl luxembourg

rym DelcroiX innPacT sàrl luxembourg

arnaud Gillin innPacT sàrl luxembourg

Patrick GooDMan innPacT sàrl luxembourg

Daniel aZUaJe inseec University france

lee coPPacK insurance research & Publishing ltd. United Kingdom

Michael HaMP international fund for agricultural Development (ifaD) italy

robert MeinS international fund for agricultural Development (ifaD) italy

craig cHUrcHill international labour organization - ilo Switzerland

nanette farwercK- 
BerGwerf

inTl Global currencies United Kingdom

Gregory VincenT inTl Global currencies United Kingdom
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first naME last naME coMpanY/institution countrY

roshaneh Zafar Kashf foundation Pakistan

Matthias aDler Kfw Germany

Hans Dieter SeiBel KGfe e.V. / e-MfP Germany

Kimanthi MUTUa K-rep Bank Kenya

Sylvie SoliGnac la Banque Postale - Direction internationale france

Gary HerBerT leapfrog investments South africa

Vitalie BUMacoV liSim Moldova

Gehiner SalaManca liSim colombia

françois BarY lux-Development luxembourg

Kaspar wanSleBen luxembourg Microfinance and Development fund luxembourg

laetitia PoliS luxembourg round Table on Microfinance (lrTM) luxembourg

Malika HaMaDi luxembourg School of finance - University of luxembourg luxembourg

Daniel DaX luxflaG luxembourg

laetitia HaMon luxflaG luxembourg

Kenneth HaY luxflaG luxembourg

fatina aBU oKaB Microfund for women Jordan

Brian coX MfX Solutions USa

noara KeBir Microenergy international Germany

Steve coffeY Microensure United Kingdom

christian weeGer Microfinance african institutions network (Main) france

Sven BraDen Microfinance initiative liechtenstein liechtenstein

Pius fricK Microfinance initiative liechtenstein liechtenstein

Jordan filKo Microfinance Transparency netherlands

larry reeD Microfinance Transparency USa

fabio MalancHini Microfinanza italy

Massimo ViTa Microfinanza rating italy

Véronique faBer Microinsurance network (aDa) luxembourg

Matthew GenaZZini Microinsurance network (aDa) luxembourg

charles rUYS Microned netherlands

fransien wolTerS Microned netherlands

Marie-Josée JacoBS Minister for Development cooperation and Humanitarian affairs luxembourg

Marc BicHler Ministry of foreign affairs - Development cooperation luxembourg

Daniel feYPel Ministry of foreign affairs - Development cooperation luxembourg

asli oZceri MoneYTranS Belgium

Jean PoUiT MyTransfer / SMP / e-MfP luxembourg

Hans Van Der Veen netherlands Ministry of foreign affairs netherlands

ab enGelSMan netherlands Platform for Microfinance netherlands

Blanca MÉnDeZ oikocredit netherlands

amber o’connell oikocredit netherlands

lynn eXTon opportunity international USa

norbert aBacHi oxfam novib netherlands

Bruno MoliJn oxfam novib netherlands

Michaël KnaUTe oXUS Development network france

alexis leBel oXUS Development network france

renée cHao-Beroff PaMiGa france

Guilhem neGre PaMiGa france

Vanessa MenDeZ Paris eUroPlace france

Delphine BaZalGeTTe Planet finance Germany

Thierno SecK Planet finance france

Dominique VilleneUVe Planet finance france

Justino alarcon Planet finance luxembourg luxembourg

Brenda caUranT Planet Guarantee france

Philippe riVeS Planet Guarantee france

emmanuelle JaVoY Planet rating france

otto worMGoor Planet rating france
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first naME last naME coMpanY/institution countrY

Sébastien DUQUeT PlaniS / e-MfP france

Joséphine GonZaleZ PlaniS france

redouane naJMeDDine Poste Maroc Morocco

nathalie BallÉ Pricewaterhousecoopers S.à r.l. luxembourg

Xavier BalTHaZar Pricewaterhousecoopers S.à r.l. luxembourg

Benoît caMBier Pricewaterhousecoopers S.à r.l. luxembourg

nathalie cloSe Pricewaterhousecoopers S.à r.l. luxembourg

anne coTTon Pricewaterhousecoopers S.à r.l. luxembourg

linda TUreK Pricewaterhousecoopers S.à r.l. luxembourg

Darius YaSHDani Pricewaterhousecoopers S.à r.l. luxembourg

Michaël De GrooT rabobank foundation netherlands

Pierre Van HeDel rabobank foundation / e-MfP luxembourg

claude GUilleMain rBe Tunisia

cécile Koller responsability Social investments aG Switzerland

Marie-luise DÖlGer Sal. oppenheim luxembourg

Holger cHriST Sal. oppenheim (The european fund for Southeast europe) luxembourg

Detlef KroeGer Sal. oppenheim (The european fund for Southeast europe) luxembourg

Daniel KrüGer Sal. oppenheim (The european fund for Southeast europe) luxembourg

catherine Bellin-ScHUlZ SiDi france

anne-Sophie BoUGoUin SiDi france

Silvia cornaccHia SiDi france

françois caJoT SoS faim Belgium

aude eHlinGer SoS faim luxembourg

Monique Kieffer-KinScH SoS faim luxembourg

françois leGac SoS faim luxembourg

Marc MeeS SoS faim Belgium

niclaus BerGMann Sparkassenstiftung für internationale Kooperation Germany

ilonka rüHle Sparkassenstiftung für internationale Kooperation Germany

Hans raMM Swiss agency for Development and cooperation Switzerland

Mariel MenSinK Terrafina netherlands

Joost De la riVe BoX Terrafina - neDworc foundation netherlands

robin raTcliffe The Smart campaign USa

Bart De BrUYne Trias Belgium

John BlieK Trias / e-MfP Belgium

Tom BaUr Triodos facet Spain

Hedwig SiewerTSen Triodos facet netherlands

franklin oDoeMenaM Umuchukwu Microfinance Bank nigeria ltd / University of Bielefeld Germany

Hanadi ToUTonJi United nations capital Development fund (UncDf) USa

andreas Heinen Universidad carlos iii Spain

annette KraUSS Universität Zürich, Swiss Banking institute / center for Microfinance Switzerland

Japhet affo Université lille 3 - Kingsgroup france

catherine liZiarD Université nancy 2 france

Simonetta cHioDi University of Bergamo italy

Davide caSTellani University of Bergamo italy

Stefan KarDUcK University of cologne / KfGe e.V. Germany

Theoharry GraMMaTiKoS University of luxembourg luxembourg

Jonas lonBorG University of Southern Denmark Denmark

Hugh allen VSl associates lTD / care Germany

Mary ellen iSKenDerian women’s world Banking USa

ian raDcliffe world Savings Banks institute - european Savings Banks Group Belgium

anne-françoise lefÈVre world Savings Banks institute / e-MfP Belgium

Mustapha cHoi luxembourg

Geoffroy leforT france

fatima rocHDi luxembourg
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% first time attendees 

47.72 percent of respondents were first-time attendees 
52.27 percent of respondents were previous attendees 

% participants directly involved in microfinance 

87.5 percent of respondents were directly involved  
in microfinance 
12.5 percent of respondents were not directly involved  
in microfinance 

% Members attending 

68.18 percent of respondents were members 
31.81 percent of respondents were not members 
1.42 percent of respondents did not answer 
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following european Microfinance week 2009, all participants were invited to take part in a satisfaction survey and e-MfP would like 
to share the positive feedback received from the 88 respondents.

% days spent at the conference 

14.77 percent of survey respondents  
spent one day at the conference 
26.13 percent of survey respondents 
spent two days at the conference 
59.09 percent of survey respondents spent 
three days at the conference 
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Quality of the conference organisation 

71.59 percent of survey respondents  
thought the conference organisation was excellent 
25 percent of survey respondents  
thought the conference organisation was very good 
3.41 percent of survey respondents  
thought the conference organisation was good 
0 percent of survey respondents  
thought the conference organisation was average 
0 percent of survey respondents  
thought the conference organisation was below average 

satisfaction with conference materials 

57.95 percent of survey respondents  
were very satisfied with the conference materials 
39.77 percent of survey respondents  
were satisfied with the conference materials 
2.27 percent of survey respondents  
were not satisfied with the conference materials 

satisfaction with conference facilities 

85.22 percent of survey respondents were very satisfied with 
the conference facilities 
14.77 percent of survey respondents were satisfied with the 
conference facilities 
0 percent of survey respondents were not satisfied with the 
conference facilities 
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satisfaction with the speakers 

22.72 percent of survey respondents thought  
the speakers were excellent 
38.63 percent of survey respondents thought  
the speakers were very good 
29.54 percent of survey respondents thought  
the speakers were good 
7.95 percent of survey respondents thought  
the speakers were average 
1.14 percent of survey respondents thought  
the speakers were below average 

satisfaction with the moderation 

26.13 percent of survey respondents thought  
the moderation was excellent 
30.68 percent of survey respondents thought  
the moderation was very good 
29.54 percent of survey respondents thought  
the moderation was good 
12.5 percent of survey respondents thought  
the moderation was average 
1.13 percent of survey respondents thought  
the moderation was below average
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Were the conference staff helpful and courteous 

97.72 percent of survey respondents said the conference staff  
were alwaYS helpful and courteous 
1.14 percent of survey respondents said the conference staff  
were MoSTlY helpful and courteous 
1.14 percent of survey respondents said the conference staff  
were onlY SoMeTiMeS helpful and courteous 
0 percent of survey respondents were said the conference staff  
were noT aT all helpful and courteous 
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% green aspects 

73.86 percent of respondents were appreciative 
1.14 percent of respondents were not appreciative 
25 percent of respondents were undecided

% participation next year 

80.68 percent of respondents will return next year 
0 percent of respondents will not return next year 
19.31 percent of respondents were undecided
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Below are some comments on what participants  
appreciated about european Microfinance week

(Thank you to Martin Kinsella & associates for sponsoring the survey)

“Good focus on 
the future and  
innovation”

“enough time to  
network, great logistics, 
great variety of topics  
in parallel sessions”

“High level of  
microfinance sector  
representatives”

“The conference 
was excellent!”

“Variety of people 
from the entire 
sector”

“The combination of  
general presentations 
and breakout sessions 
was very good”

“i was most 
impressed”

“The number of 
interesting contacts 
established looks 
promising”

“we did enjoy the 
venue very much, its 
agreeable atmosphere 
and friendliness and 
excellent organisation”

“i really enjoyed  
the debate and Q&a  
sessions”

“The opportunity for  
networking was very useful 
and the variety of sessions/
topics was equally good”

“congratulations  
to the most efficient 
organisers”

“i really enjoyed the 
fruitful discussions, 
the variety and ex-
pertise of panellists 
and topics”

“a great introduction 
to the dynamic world 
of microfinance”

“Diversity of 
the speakers”

“interesting topics 
and a big focus on 
the social mission”
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statistics
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COUNTRIES

13.24%

15.07%

9.20%

8.09%

ORGANISATIONS

Number of organisations represented 152
Categories of participants

24.34%

16.45%

13.16%

1.83%

2.94%
1.10%

29.41%

2.63%

15.79%

26.97%

Number of checked in participants 272
Number of countries represented 30

Belgium

France 

Germany 

Italy 

Liechtenstein 

Luxembourg 

Netherlands 

Spain 

Switzerland 

United Kingdom 

United States 

Other 

Bank or financial institution

Consulting firm

Government agency

NGO

Research institution or university

Other (incl insurance)

Burkina Faso 
Colombia 
Denmark 
Ethiopia 
Finland

Indonesia
Ireland
Jordan
Kenya 
Kosovo 

Moldova 
Morocco 
Pakistan 
Philippines 
Monaco 

South Africa 
Tanzania 
Tunisia 
Uganda

9.56%

3.31%

4.78%

1.10%
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EuropEan MicrofinancE platforM

The european Microfinance Platform [e-MfP] was founded formally in 2006. e-MfP  
is a growing network of over 120 organisations and individuals active in the area of 
microfinance. its principal objective is to promote co-operation amongst european 
microfinance bodies working in developing countries, by facilitating communication 
and the exchange of information. it is a multi-stakeholder organisation representative 
of the european microfinance community. e-MfP members include banks, financial 
institutions, government agencies, nGos, consultancy firms, researchers and 
universities.

e-MfP’s vision is to become the microfinance focal point in europe linking with  
the South through its members. 

Executive secretariat

christoph Pausch, executive Secretary
niamh watters, administrative assistant
Juana ramírez, Microfinance expert

european Microfinance Platform (e-MfP) 
2 rue Sainte Zithe 
l-2763 luxembourg 
contact@e-mfp.eu 
www.e-mfp.eu



next european Microfinance Week 
30 noveMber - 1 DeceMber 2010

if you are interested in sponsoring this year’s event and positioning your organization at the forefront  
of the microfinance sector, please contact the Secretariat at contact@e-mfp.eu



With the support of

www.e-mfp.eu


